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Dear Lead Teachers,

We’re excited to welcome back our schools for an overnight camp experience. Please find in these next
pages the current edition of our Program Planning Guide. This “PPG” contains a wealth of information that
will help you and your teaching team plan a successful trip for your students. Below are some highlights
as you prepare for the winter/spring 2022  school year.

As you are aware we began by hosting school day trips to Storer Camps in the spring and fall of 2021. We
opened our summer overnight camp programs both in 2020 and 2021. We have continued to work closely
with guidance from the state of Michigan, Jackson County Health Department, YMCA of Greater Toledo and
the American Camp Association in establishing our cleaning/safety protocols specific to COVID precautions
through this time. The health and safety of our guests and staff have always been at the forefront of our
plans.

Please take time to review with your staff team/administration and families our most current COVID
Specific Policies & Procedures found on pages 12-15. Schools will be notified of any changes. Some of
the new procedures include: families monitoring their student 14 days prior to camp, schools complete a
pre-camp screening of all participants, all students, cabin leaders and teachers must have a signed COVID
Participant Waiver to attend camp, increased cleaning/sanitizing by Storer staff and guests while at camp,
masks wearing by all when inside camp buildings. Our goal is to keep everyone healthy and enjoy a fun,
safe experience while at camp.

Another important change to note is that schools will be responsible for their own health care/medication
management for students. We know many of you have already asked various questions about this change
so we have addressed some of these questions pages 9-11 and how Storer can support you in this new
role.

Finally, a reminder that we are moving towards zoom planning & information meetings. See all the details
on page 40.

Camp may be operating a little differently than your last visit to us, but the commitment of our staff and
excitement of having our schools return to camp is the same, if not higher than ever! Please contact me
at any time if you have questions from your teaching staff or families prior to your visit to Storer.

We can’t wait to see and serve you soon!

Nancy Burger

Senior Program Director

YMCA Storer Camps
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WELCOME TO THE YMCA STORER CAMPS OUTDOOR SCHOOL!

The MISSION of YMCA Storer Camps is to put Christian principles into practice through programs and
experiences in the natural environment that build a healthy spirit, mind and body for ALL.

YMCA Storer Camps, a branch of the YMCA of Greater Toledo, is excited to serve you. Our programs have been founded on the
above mission of serving people. Our Outdoor Environmental Education (OEE) program is not just a "camp," but an educational
experience with important implications for the student both in the outdoors and back in the classroom. Our program, founded in
1969, is designed to be an extension of your school program, just as our mission is an extension of the YMCA mission. The OEE
mission is to encourage students to learn experientially about the natural environment, their role as stewards of the earth, and to
learn more about themselves while living and working cooperatively in a community environment. The directors, leadership team
and staff are trained and experienced in every aspect of the program, and are very willing to help make your school's stay at The
YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School a rewarding one.

The goals of The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School Program are:

● To enable students to understand and experience the relationship between themselves and the natural environment, and their
roles as stewards of the earth

● To strengthen social relationships between teachers and students as well as students and their peers
● To give the student a sense of independence and self-identity
● To give all students a chance to succeed in a non-graded environment
● To encourage the student to become more aware of their senses
● To foster an attitude of inquiry in the student
● To encourage openness and active participation in outdoor activities
● To promote the values of caring, honesty, respect, and responsibility

Our staff at YMCA Storer Camps believes that environmental education also involves opportunities for participants to learn effective
communication skills, critical thinking skills and cooperative methods. We hope that you find our program, and its goals, centered in
these ideals.

Storer Curriculum and Michigan and Ohio Content Standards

As with classroom instruction, it is essential to align outdoor education curriculum with current state standards and grade-level
benchmarks. The Storer Camps Outdoor School has aligned its curriculum with both Ohio and Michigan standards for grades three
through seven across the content areas. All courses are currently aligned with the following sets of standards:

Michigan Academic Standards Alignment:

● Michigan K-12 Science Standards (Next Generation Science Standards)

● Michigan’s newly-approved Social Studies Standards (approved by the MDE in June of 2019)

● Michigan’s Social-Emotional Competencies and Indicators

Ohio Learning Standards Alignment:

● Ohio’s Learning Standards for Science (revised by the ODE in 2018)

● Ohio’s Learning Standards for Science (revised by the ODE in 2018)

● Ohio’s Social-Emotional Learning Standards (adopted by the ODE in June of 2019)

In reviewing this year’s alignment, it is evident that some classes fulfill benchmarks that carry across two or more grade levels.
These benchmarks are listed beside one another to signify this continuation. In the case of some classes, especially those focused
on adventure education and team-building, a variety of subject areas may be addressed during the course of a single class.

Additionally, the Storer Outdoor School has embraced both Michigan and Ohio’s newly-adopted Social-Emotional learning
standards and indicators. These competencies and standards highlight the areas of personal growth that students may experience
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while participating in certain classes, especially those rooted in adventure education. These opportunities for growth help build
students’ confidence, sense of belonging, and emotional well-being while fulfilling the Y’s mission to build healthy minds, spirits, and
bodies.

The Net Zero Energy Experience

The mission of the Net Zero Energy Experience is to ignite student’s interest in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM)
while leaving a lasting impression on their stewardship decisions, the camp’s energy demands and the environment. The Storer
Camps Outdoor School is on a journey to create a net zero energy campus – one where we generate more energy than we use. A
10kW solar array was the first step to reach that goal which contributes to the electricity usage in Malachi Dining Hall. Since then,
we have built the Net Zero prototype lodge, which sleeps 12 people with two handicap accessible bathrooms and a common room
that overlooks the climbing tower. This building uses some electricity and is heated and cooled with a geothermal system. Two
biomass furnaces were added and provide the heat and hot water for Malachi. We use biomass (wood) from our 1200 acre campus
to provide the fuel for the furnaces. In the fall 2016, the lower level of the Net Zero prototype lodge opened as a classroom and
houses an alternative energy classroom. This classroom provides an innovative and creative hands-on environment to help ignite
students’ interests in alternative energy careers, vocabulary and how to reduce their carbon footprint. See page 96-97 for class
descriptions.

Lands for Learning

YMCA Storer Camps strives to become a model of stewardship, restoration and preservation of our 1200 acres and 220 acre lake,
and to serve as an incubator for best practices, teaching and research for the environment. Through the development and
implementation of proactive stewardship and land management, we work to enhance and maintain Storer Camp’s fifteen diverse
ecosystems, thereby providing a world-class land base to support our mission, quality educational and recreational programming,
and natural environment.

The vision is to restore all of Storer Camps lands to pre-settlement conditions. This is based on Michigan Natural Features Inventory,
Storer naturalists and historians and supportive experts in their field. This is a long-term commitment by YMCA Storer Camps, The
YMCA of Greater Toledo and Storer alumni, participants and friends. LFL will stress learning opportunities for our participants as the
key factor when planning, while always researching best practices and history of the lands. The goal of restoring all the lands is
ambitious and long term.  All ideas and opportunities will be explored and evaluated.

Healthy Living Initiative

In 2012, YMCA Storer Camps began a journey to educate our participants and staff to help reinforce healthy choices while they are at
Storer and how to continue those choices when they go home. We recognize that our participants are very active while at Storer as
they engage in many activities and move around our facilities. The challenge is to increase awareness of the benefits of healthy
activities and inspire participants to embrace them as lifelong behaviors.

Another key ingredient is making healthier choices in the food they eat. We have planted several vegetable gardens on Storer
properties and add those items to the salad bar as often as we can. At meal times, our staff encourages students to drink more water
and limit the amount of juice consumption. We have placed bright purple signs on all buildings at camp that indicates the number of
feet from the building to Malachi dining hall.
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YMCA STORER CAMPS HEALTH SERVICES INFORMATION:

FOR SCHOOL STAFF

SCHOOL STAFF HEALTH CARE RESPONSIBILITIES

A. All schools should have an adult on duty at all times with First Aid and CPR certification from a
nationally recognized provider.

B. Schools are responsible for their own first aid/health care and first aid supplies.
C. We advise our school leaders to gather, in writing, the following information on their participants:

a. Name and Address
b. Emergency contacts names and telephone numbers
c. A listing of any known allergies or health conditions requiring treatment, restrictions, or

other accommodations while on site.
d. For minors without a parent/guardian on site, signed permission to seek emergency

treatment or signed religious waiver.
D. Schools are responsible for disseminating health information to their participants.
E. We advise schools to store and lock all medications (both prescription and over-the-counter) except

when in the possession of the person responsible for administering them. Please discuss with your
Storer Representative where/how to best store/lock school medications when at camp.

F. After a review by legal, risk management and our medical committee, it has been determined that
due to the regulations in the State of Michigan, YMCA Storer Camps cannot maintain on site
Medical Cannabis or Cannabidial (CBD).

POLICY REGARDING CBD PRODUCTS

Federal Law supersedes conflicting State law. Because medical and recreational marijuana are prohibited
at the Federal Level, The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School does not allow medical marijuana or CBD
products, including oils or gummies, to be stored or administered on camp property.

ADULT/MINOR PARTICIPANT COVID WAIVERS

All students, cabin leaders and teachers must submit an Adult or Minor Participant COVID Waiver either
prior to or upon the day of arrival to camp in order to stay at camp. See Minor (requires parent/guardian
signature) form included on pages 16-17 & 51-52 and Adult form found on pages 53-54 or ask your Storer
representative for copies of the forms.
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HEALTH RESOURCES AT STORER CAMPS

Medication Storage

● All student/adult medications must be in a secure/locked location while at camp. Only exceptions
would be emergency medications that need to be kept with student/adults (i.e. epi pens, rescue
inhalers, etc.).

● Schools may choose to bring their own storage/locked containers (recommended for schools with
minimal medications) or for schools with larger quantities of medications ask about using Storer’s
locked containers/rooms. We do have a limited amount of containers/space so please discuss with
your Storer representative options available.

● If students have medication that needs refrigeration please let your Storer Representative know so
proper/locked refrigerator location can be arranged.

● Over the counter medications must be provided by the school or students.

Medication Distribution

● Schools may bring medications to meal times/evening programs for ease of distributing
medications to students.

● If school has a large quantity of medications they may choose to utilize our health office space for
distribution. Please discuss with your Storer representative as soon as possible so we can
coordinate with other schools attending during your stay.

● Schools may want to provide cabin leaders with a list of students and when they need medications
(ie B,L,D or snack) to relieve teachers from calling names/tracking down students.

Isolation for sick students

● Storer Camps will provide short term isolation room/bed if students need to be separated from
other students prior to their departure from camp.

First Aid Supplies

● Storer will still maintain basic first aid kits in cabins and camp buildings, however, schools should
plan to bring their own first aid supplies if more than just the basics may be needed while at camp.

Bed Wetting Clean Up & Supplies

● Schools should plan on washing & drying bedding/clothing if students have an accident while at
camp.

● There are bedwetting clean up kits kept with the basic first aid supplies in each cabin.
● Schools may utilize the washers/dryers that are located at Storer’s north health center and

Stranahan teacher’s quarters. Storer will provide detergent for both locations.

Sick Campers

● If schools need to call 911, please work with your Storer Representative so we can assure that
necessary help (Napoleon Police, Napoleon Fire & Rescue, nearest Ambulance responds to each 911
call made from camp)gets to sick individuals as quickly as possible.

● If campers are sick during the night, schools should plan to care for their students’ needs. There
are vomit clean up kits kept with the basic first aid supplies in each cabin.
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Mask Supplies

● Schools should plan to provide extra masks for students/cabin leaders if needed.

Extra Clothing Needs

● Schools may want to consider bringing an extra supply of warm clothes, hats, mittens, etc. to have
on hand if needed for students who don’t bring enough/proper clothing.

On Call Assistance

We know having schools provide their own health services is a big change from previous years and there
may be more questions that may still come up. Storer will no longer have a designated “health officer” on
staff, however, a Storer staff member will be on call as we always have, if needed for additional
assistance.
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WELCOME TO YMCA STORER CAMPS

Welcome and thank you for choosing YMCA Storer Camps for your Outdoor Education school trip. The
health and safety of our students, teachers and chaperones is a top priority every day here at camp. So
you will see from the changes below that camp is operating differently than before the pandemic.

We will continue to monitor the latest recommendations from the state of Michigan, Michigan Department
of Health & Human Services, Jackson County Health Department and YMCA of Greater Toledo to assure
that we maintain the highest safety and sanitation procedures for all our guests. If you have any
questions or need more information please contact Nancy Burger, Senior Program Director at:
nburger@ymcastorercamps or 517-536-8607, ext. 202.

PRE-CAMP HEALTH MONITORING
Families of students and adults attending camp are asked to self-monitor and conduct the following
pre-camp activities for 14 days before arrival to camp:

● Students/adults should have temperatures taken daily.
● Self-screen for the presence of COVID-19 symptoms. These symptoms include: fever of at

least 99.0 degrees Fahrenheit, dry cough, shortness of breath, headache, muscle/body
aches, loss of taste and/or smell, sore throat or diarrhea/nausea/vomiting.

● Has not travelled outside of the US.
● Has not been in close contact with a person who has been diagnosed with or recently

quarantined as a result of COVID-19.
Students/adults who exhibit any of the signs/symptoms listed above or not feeling well on their day
of camp should stay home.

Families of students with underlying medical conditions should consult with their child’s medical
provider to assess their risk and determine if camp is an appropriate fit for their child.

HEALTH SCREENING DOCUMENTATION ON VISIT DAY
Schools are asked to perform a temperature check and ask the “Pre-Camp Health Monitoring” questions
(see above) for each student/adult prior to leaving for camp and provide camp with documentation that a
pre-camp screening was done. Documentation can be as simple as a roster with a check mark next to
each person’s name to indicate the full health screening was performed. Anyone who exhibits these
symptoms or has a temperature of 99.0 degrees or higher will be asked to not attend camp.

PARTICIPANT COVID WAIVERS

ALL students/adults must have signed copy of the YMCA Storer Camps COVID-19

Participant Waiver submitted prior to or upon arrival to YMCA Storer Camps. These are available on YMCA
Storer Camps website, provided in the Program Planning Guide (PPG) or will be sent to schools with their
confirmation information.
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SUSPECTED/POSITIVE COVID-19 CASES
If a guest develops COVID-19 symptoms while at YMCA Storer Camps, they must be isolated and taken
home as soon as possible. Please inform Nancy Burger if this occurs or if a guest develops symptoms after
their visit to camp.

HEALTH SERVICES

Schools will be responsible for their own medication management/health services/first aid while at camp.
If any medications need to be brought to camp schools are advised to keep access to these medications
locked. See more details on health services in your school’s Terms of Agreement which came with your
school agreement. Contact your Storer Camps host for more details or how we can assist you with your
health care at camp this school year.

WEARING MASKS
All guests at YMCA Storer Camps must wear a face mask at all time while inside buildings (except while
eating/drinking) and outdoors when within 3-6 feet of others.

YMCA Storer Camps staff will wear a face mask at all times while inside buildings (except while
eating/drinking) and when within 3-6 feet of guests outside.

FOOD SERVICE
Masks must be worn in the dining hall except when eating and drinking. We ask that
students/teachers/chaperones be assigned to one table for the week. Meal service will be modified
family style. Milk and juice will be presented in individual portions. We will serve all food at the tables
and not open our salad bars at this time until further notice. To help serve your school best, please
provide your Storer Camps host with a list of students/adults that have any special dietary needs or food
allergies. Guests with special diets or food allergies will come get their food from the kitchen serving
area.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
Guests are advised to practice social distancing by maintaining at distance of 3-6 feet away from other
people as much as possible.

HANDWASHING/SANITIZING/CLEANING
We encourage students/adults to wash their hands often:

● Before/after eating any food.

● After contacting frequently touched surfaces

● After using the restroom

● After using commonly touched items in classes
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Hand sanitizing stations will be available in all camp buildings and a few locations where outdoor classes
will be happening.

Storer staff will routinely sanitize frequently touched surfaces and restrooms.

Additional sanitizing supplies are available in each cabin/lodge unit and we encourage cabin leaders to
sanitize frequently touched surfaces (light switches, door handles, etc.) often.

RESTROOMS & DRINKING FOUNTAINS
Restrooms will be cleaned daily at camp.

Our touchless drinking fountains will only be used for filling water bottles.
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MINOR PARTICIPANT WAIVER, RELEASE,

INDEMNIFICATION OF ALL CLAIMS & COVENANT NOT TO SUE

NOTICE: THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING AGREEMENT. Read this document carefully
and in entirety. By signing this agreement, you give up your right and the named
minor’s right to bring a court action to recover compensation or obtain any other
remedy for any personal injury or property damage however caused arising out of
the named minor’s participation in YMCA STORER CAMPS, a branch of the YMCA OF
GREATER TOLEDO (herein referred to as YMCA) programs or activities, now or any
time in the future.

____ ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RISK

I, in my legal capacity as the parent/guardian of the minor named below, do
hereby acknowledge and agree that participation in any activities comes with inherent risks. I
have full knowledge and understanding of the inherent risks associated with any activity or
program participation, including but in no way limited to: (1) slips, trips, and falls, (2) aquatic
injuries, (3) athletic injuries, (4) equine related injuries, (5) boating related injuries, (6) target
sports related injuries and (7) illness, including exposure to and infection with viruses or
bacteria. I further acknowledge that the preceding list is not inclusive of all possible risks
associated with any activity or program participation and that said list in no way limits the
operation of this Agreement.

____ CORONAVIRUS / COVID-19 WARNING & DISCLAIMER

Coronavirus, COVID-19 is an extremely contagious virus that spreads easily through
person-to-person contact. Federal and state authorities recommend social distancing as a mean
to prevent the spread of the virus. COVID-19 can lead to severe illness, personal injury,
permanent disability, and death. Participating in YMCA programs or accessing YMCA facilities
could increase the risk of contracting COVID-19. YMCA in no way warrants that COVID-19
infection will not occur through participation in YMCA programs of accessing YMCA facilities.

____ WAIVER, RELEASE, INDEMNIFICATION & COVENANT NOT TO SUE

In consideration of __________________________________’s participation in YMCA activities
and programs, I, __________________________________, the parent/guardian of the minor
named above, agree to release and on behalf of myself and the minor named above, my heirs,
representatives, executors, administrators, and assigns, HEREBY DO RELEASE YMCA, its
officers, directors, employees, volunteers, agents, representatives and insurers (“Releasees”)
from any causes of action, claims, or demands of any nature whatsoever including, but in no
way limited to, claims of negligence, which I, the named minor, my heirs, representatives,
executors, administrators and assigns may have, now or in the future, against YMCA on
account of personal injury, property damage, death or accident of any kind, arising out of or in
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any way related to the use of YMCA facilities/equipment or participation in YMCA programs
whether that participation is supervised or unsupervised, however the injury or damage occurs,
including, but not limited to the negligence of Releasees.

In consideration of the named minor’s participation in activities and programs, I, the
undersigned parent/guardian of the named minor, agree to INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS
Releasees from any and all causes of action, claims, demands, losses, or costs of any nature
whatsoever arising out of or in any way related to the named minor’s activity and program
participation.

I hereby certify on behalf of myself and the named minor that I have full knowledge of the
nature and extent of the risks inherent in any activity and program participation and that I, on
behalf of myself and the named minor, am voluntarily assuming said risks. I understand that I
and the named minor will be solely responsible for any loss or damage, including personal
injury, property damage, or death, the named minor sustains

while participating in any activities and programs and that by signing this agreement I, on
behalf of myself and the named minor, HEREBY RELEASE Releasees of all liability for such loss,
damage, or death. I further certify that the named minor is in good health and has no
conditions or impairments which would preclude his/her safe participation in any activities and
programs.

I further certify that my date of birth is _________________ (MM/DD/YYYY), that my present
age is ______, that I am therefore of lawful age (18 years or older) and otherwise legally
competent to sign this agreement, and that I have legal capacity to act as the parent/guardian
of the named minor. I further understand that the terms of this agreement are legally binding
and certify that I am signing this agreement, after having carefully read it, of my own free will.

________________________________________ _________________

Participant Name (Print Clearly) Date

________________________________   _______________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature Parent/Guardian Name (Print Clearly)
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Frequently Asked Questions

1. Please explain the Total Guaranteed Numbers.
The Total Guaranteed Number is the number of participants you are guaranteeing to bring to camp.

2. If fewer students end up attending camp than I projected, will I still have to pay for the Total Guaranteed
Number of students on my Agreement?
Yes. However, as stated in your Agreement, you do have the opportunity to change the Total Guaranteed Number of
participants attending camp. You have up to ninety (90) days BEFORE your camp experience to change those numbers.
Any changes must be submitted in writing. You may send a letter, fax, or email. We will need your student gender
breakdown, cabin leader and teacher numbers, your signature, and school name. You will be charged for your actual
participants or 85% of your Total Guaranteed Number, whichever is greater.

3. Why is my gender break down so important?
Due to strict fire codes, we can only house 8 to 16 participants in each cabin or lodge unit. If you have 6 male students
and 1 cabin leader for a cabin of 8, no problem. However, if you have 8 male students and 1 cabin leader for a cabin of 8,
you would need 2 male cabins.  One student of either gender can make all the difference!

4. If my student numbers go down, can I keep the original number of cabins and travel groups that I projected?
Not necessarily. Cabin/Lodge space is based on your numbers. Therefore if your numbers go down, so would your
cabin/lodge space. Travel groups are based on numbers and cabins. Generally speaking, we combine one boy cabin and
one girl cabin to make a travel group. If your numbers go down, so do your cabins, meaning your number of travel groups
will also decrease.

5. If I cannot pay my deposit by the date on my Agreement, what do I need to do?
Call us! Please call us and we will try to work out some arrangement with you. DO NOT assume your spot will be reserved
if you do not make arrangements.

6. Why do I need to know my student numbers 90 days from my camp visit?
We must put in requests for food, programming and horses, if your school is riding. We need to make sure we have the
proper amount of staff assigned to work.  Everything is based on your number of participants.

7. Are there refunds for students that go home early?
If the teachers decide to send a student home due to misbehavior, the child will be billed for the entire week of camp. If a
student is sent home due to an illness or injury, the charge for that student will be prorated for their length of stay at
camp.

8. Who is responsible for Cabin Leadership?
Schools are responsible for recruiting, training and evaluating Cabin Leaders. Cabin leaders can consist of the following:
High School students (must be AT LEAST 16 years old), college students, parents/guardians or teachers. We require that
50% of your cabin leaders be at least 18 years of age. See details in your Program Planning Guide about applications,
reference forms, training options, etc.

9. What if a child has food concerns that parents/guardians want to discuss?
Parents can call 517-536-8607 to speak with our Food Service Manager (ext. 302) about food or concerns. These should
also be noted on the school planning sheet that is available from your Storer Camps host.

10. Can students/chaperones/adults participate in camp without a SIGNED Covid 19 Participant Waiver?
NO, we ask that all participants have a waiver submitted either prior or by the day of your arrival to Storer Camps.

11. Why does camp require the cabin rosters two weeks in advance?
Generally your school is not the only school to visit us during any given week. This means that we need to look at the
needs of all schools and combine needs. By having the cabin rosters two weeks in advance, we are able to make certain
you will have the best possible camp experience.

12. Can parents/guardians visit while their children are here at camp?
The YMCA Storer Cams Outdoor School strongly advises against this for a number of reasons. Students act differently
around their peers, their Teachers, Cabin Leaders, and our Educators than they do around their own parents/guardians.
Students need to have the freedom of building community here at camp. Also, we have few problems with homesickness
here at camp. Once a parent/guardian shows up or speaks to their child on the phone, students may display the
tendencies of homesickness that just didn’t exist before the visit or call. Experience has taught us that this is simply not a
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good idea. Parents are welcome to come and take a tour with their student(s) before their child’s camp experience. All we
ask is that they call ahead to arrange a tour with one of our staff members.

13. Are the prices for camp published in any materials the parents/guardians receive?
No. Each school figures the cost per student differently. Some schools spread the cost for Cabin Leaders, transportation
and even the Trading Post over their students. Some schools choose only one or two of these. Some schools charge their
students only the student cost. There is no way for us to keep track of how each school bills its students, therefore we
refer parent/guardian billing questions to their school. *Remember, the camp prices for students and Cabin Leaders are
the same.

14. Can we add a bed or even a mattress on the floor for just one more student?
No, due to fire codes our cabins house 8, 10, 12, 14, or 16 participants. Each wing of our lodge units sleeps 14
participants.

15. Are the cabins and bathrooms heated?
Yes they are!

16. Are the showers group showers or single showers?
Some are group, some are single. We won’t know which one your students are assigned to until they arrive at camp. We
recommend in the student packing list that all students bring a bathing suit.

17. Where do the teachers stay while at camp?
At least one school district employee must be on camp grounds at all times. Teachers may stay in the cabins, however, we
do have teacher lodging available. Teachers should expect to share the facilities with the other school(s) attending. The
teacher housing, Stranahan Lodge, has 17 beds divided amongst 10 rooms. Two rooms have triple occupancy, three rooms
have double occupancy, and five rooms have single occupancy. There are four bathrooms and a common area upstairs.
Downstairs has two bathrooms and a larger common room, with a full kitchen and laundry facilities. Additional lodging is
available in apartments above the North Health Center, which includes 3 bathrooms, 7 beds, and a kitchen/living area.
Teachers will be assigned to housing units based on the number of teachers in attendance. Though we understand
requests for specific housing, our program directors make the final housing decisions to best and most comfortably
accommodate all guest teachers.

18. What about smoking and alcoholic beverages?
The use or possession of alcoholic beverages and illegal drugs is prohibited on camp property. The YMCA Storer Camps
Outdoor School is a smoke free facility.   Guests are asked to go off the property to smoke.

19. What should we do when we need to make a phone call?
We encourage teachers to bring a cell phone as we do not have phones for general use available on camp. The teachers
will share any medical or discipline concerns with the parents/guardians. Cell phones are permitted for Cabin Leaders only.
We do suggest Teachers bringing their own walkie-talkies or two-way radios to camp as a means for better communication
for Cabin Leaders and School staff.

20. How do students receive important messages?
Students are not permitted to use camp phones, and are not permitted to have cell phones at Camp. Our office hours are
8:00am to 5:00pm. Messages are passed to the Program Director and/or Program Manager, who will pass the message
along to the Teacher(s).
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Program Information

Transportation

Please arrange transportation to and from camp for students and Cabin Leaders at this time. You may
choose to utilize your school district bus service, charter buses or personal vehicles. For larger groups,
many teachers have found it convenient to also utilize a separate truck or bus for luggage. Be sure to
include transportation costs in your total camp cost.

Arrival and Departure

Arrival is between 10-11am.  Departure should be no later than 12pm.  (Please see OEE Agreement.

Join Storer Staff In Our Classes

All classes and evening programs are taught by The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School Educators and
Facilitators. For the opportunity to become even more involved with your students, we strongly
encourage teachers to attend all classes and evening programs. We feel that everyone benefits
from this experience: students, staff and teachers.

Horse Sense and Horse Riding Information

Horseback riding requires an extra fee for students and can be selected by four or five-day
school groups. Please consult your agreement for exact fees. Horseback riding must be chosen as one
of your school’s regular class selections for all students. If an individual student chooses not to ride, they
will not be charged for the ride and an adult from the school is required to supervise that student.

During horse riding class at The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School, riders must wear long pants, closed
toe shoes and camp provided helmets. Prior to the ride, all riding students must participate in our Horse
Sense class. Please note that The YMCA Camps Storer Outdoor School will not provide horse
rides during inclement weather. When it is possible to ride in the rain, children should wear raincoats.
Rain ponchos are not acceptable for rides. An alternate activity is available in the event that rides
cannot go out due to weather. For increased safety and supervision standards, to facilitate one-on-one
instruction with our qualified staff and to allow students more time atop a horse, 5th and 6th grade
students participate in arena lessons. 7th grade students and up have the option to go on a trail ride.

Weather Conditions

Please be aware that, for safety purposes, some class offerings are weather dependent. The YMCA
Storer Camps Outdoor School will not provide Canoeing, Around the Lake Hikes, Horseback
riding or the Tower during inclement weather. If choosing these classes, teachers should also
choose alternative classes in the event of inclement weather.  See your Program Manager for details.

Students with Specific Needs

So that we may accommodate for the needs of all OEE participants, Storer Camps Outdoor School must
be notified prior to your program scheduling of any participants with special needs (mental, physical,
dietary or programmatic). As a general rule, if a student requires care beyond the abilities of the
classroom teacher, the school should plan to provide additional adult aides at camp.
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Outdoor Environmental Education Planning Timeline

The key to a successful and rewarding week at camp lies in the planning process. Whether this is your first trip to
The YMCA Storer Outdoor School or your fifteenth, it will be more successful with a commitment to communication
and planning.  Below is your planning timeline:

Six Months Prior

Coordinate transportation to camp
Make initial Cabin Leader arrangements

Three Months Prior

Make your second deposit to camp (30% of your total estimated bill)
Review the Program Planning Guide
Secure adult that will be designated health provider/first aid during your stay.

Two Months Prior

Distribute Parent Pack and Bring-Along List to parents/guardians and Cabin Leaders
Finalize Cabin Leadership
Set up a zoom teacher information meeting and/or zoom parent/guardian information meeting with your
Storer Camps representative.

One Month Prior

Give families, chaperones, teachers the Covid-19 Participant Waiver Forms. Forms may be sent prior to your
trip to Storer or brought with you on the day of camp.
Host a parent/guardian in person/zoom meeting using the new Storer Camps informational video.
Set up a zoom teacher information meeting with your Storer Camps representative
Send completed OEE Pre-Camp Planning Form to Storer representative if not already done so. Be sure to
include a list of students/adults with any food allergies/special dietary concerns.
Share any health concerns/medication needs of students to the school's health provider/first aider.

Three Weeks Prior

Make cabin assignments and send a copy to your Storer Camps representative.
Send cabin rosters to camp (please include cabin leader names on rosters)
Discuss camp goals and expectations with students and school staff
Arrange Cabin Leader training.

Two Weeks Prior

Remind families to monitor student and chaperone health conditions for the 14 days prior to camp (daily
temperature checks, monitor for covid symptoms, not in close contact with person who has tested positive for
covid, etc.).
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One Week Prior

Finalize transportation to and from camp
Make emergency vehicle arrangements
Final meeting with school’s health provider/first aider to assure understanding of medication management
and health needs of your students/high school cabin leaders.

Before You Leave

Complete Health Screening questions/take temperatures of all participants going to camp. Provide Storer
representative a checklist/roster of completed check.
Collect any missing Covid Waiver Participant forms and give them to Storer Representative upon arrival to
camp.
Bring the following papers for your teacher use: copy of student roster and cabin assignments;
medication/instructions to be given to your health provider/first aider; Cabin Leader applications; map to
camp.
Pack extra supplies (i.e. student journals, teacher or cabin leader snacks)
Take a  head count of students
Check transportation schedule for return trip
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Three Months Prior

● Make Initial Cabin Leader Arrangements (all Cabin Leader
information is found on pages 43-62

● Review the Program Planning Guide in Full

● Please mail your Deposit Payment (30% of your total
estimated bill as stated on your OEE Agreement) to:

Business Office

YMCA Storer Camps

6941 Stony Lake Rd.

Jackson, MI 49201
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REVIEW THE PROGRAM PLANNING GUIDE

TO CREATE A SPECTACULAR EXPERIENCE

At this point it is important to review the Program Planning Guide to ensure that you are on track with the
planning process and prepared to create the programmatic aspect of your experience with the Storer
Representative. This is essential for having a successful experience. Consider the goals of your trip. Do you
wish your students to focus on environmental awareness? Group dynamics? Cultural enrichment? Natural
science? Our Storer Representative can help you make the appropriate curriculum choices to meet your goals
and objectives. They are excited about working with teachers to create a quality educational experience for all
students.

There are many factors that you should take into consideration when selecting classes for your students and
their OEE experience. Here are some topics to consider when looking through the curriculum abstracts and
deciding the classes that will best meet your students’ needs at camp.

● The age level of your students
● Curriculum goals of school district
● The purpose of your camp experience
● Prior, current and upcoming curriculum units studied at school
● Weather (the season you are attending)

The Storer staff recommends the following class combinations so that the Program Educators can integrate
common themes into each class resulting in a more powerful learning experience for students.

NATURAL SCIENCE

● Around the Lake Hike and Microscopic Ponderings
● In Cold Blood, Birds of a Feather, Mammalian Mayhem

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS

● Mona Manor, Nature Explorers, and The Lorax

ADVENTURE EDUCATION

● Firequest, Gimme Shelter, and Orienteering
● Incredible Journey, Team Challenge Course and Tower

CULTURAL HISTORY

● Michigan Country, Pioneer Pastimes, and Little Class on the Prairie
● Native American Life and Treaty of 1821

In the Appendices sections you will find a list of The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School curriculum offerings,
detailed descriptions of classes and evening programs. We have also provided information on how The YMCA
Storer Camps Outdoor School curriculum helps to meet the MEAP standards as outlined in the Michigan Core
Curriculum, and information on how our curriculum prepares students for the Ohio Standards Test. Since our
program is an extension of your classroom curriculum, these classes are valuable ways to either introduce or
review concepts that prepare your students for these tests. Please note that due to the limited time we have
with your students, the classes listed below do not fulfill the Ohio and Michigan Curriculum standards by
themselves. They are, however, strong tools for teachers to utilize as part of their yearlong plan.
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Curriculum Offerings

Check for new class offerings or name changes

Classes are one hour unless otherwise noted

☼ Season Offering (Fall and Spring)- check curriculum abstracts for availability

❄ Seasonal Offering (Winter)- check curriculum abstracts for availability

NATURAL SCIENCE

☼ A Taste of Nature (1 or 2 hours)
❄ Birds of a Feather
Ecosystems
Egg Drop
In Cold Blood
Lunar Learnings
Mammalian Mayhem
Microscopic Ponderings
Nature Explorers
☼Power of Water
Predator and Prey

CULTURAL HISTORY

Little Class on the Prairie
Michigan Country (2 Hours)
Mona Manor
Native American Life
Pioneer Past Times
Rafa Rafa
Those Who Dare
The Lorax

NET ZERO ENERGY EXPERIENCE

Energy Extravaganza
Carbon Cycle & Footprint
Solar Solutions

THEME DAYS

Survival Day Full Day
Survival Day Half Day
Pioneer Living Day
Woodland Native American Day

ADVENTURE EDUCATION

Archery
☼ Around the Lake Hike (2 Hours)
The Beast
☼ Canoeing
Beyond Broomball
Disc Golf
Firequest
Gimme Shelter
☼ Gone Fishin’
Horse Ride (additional fee)
Horse Sense (additional fee)
Incredible Journey
Orienteering
Team Challenge Course (2 Hours) 6 grade & up
Total Team
☼ The Tower (2 Hours)

OTHER OPTIONS

Rest Hour (see page 104)

EVENING ACTIVITIES

Campfire
Dutch Auction
Eco Dramas
Egg Drop
Gold Rush
Lorax
❄ Night Hikes
☼Predator and Prey
Skit Night
Square Dance
Those Who Dare
Treaty of 1821
Zinger
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5 Day Sample Schedule

Dates: September 16th-20th Evening Program: M-Campfire, T-Predator Prey, W-Dutch Auction
Th-Square Dance

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

2:45 4:00 9:30 10:45 1:30 2:45 9:30 10:45 1:30 2:45 9:30 10:45 1:30 2:45

A Michigan
Country

Horse
Sense

Total
Team

Horse
Ride

Little
Class

Survival Day

Egg
Drop

Disc
Golf

In
Cold

Blood

Rest
Hour

B In
Cold

Blood

Horse
Sense

Little
Class

Horse
Ride

Total
Team

Egg
Drop

Disc
Golf

C Horse
Sense

In
Cold

Blood

Egg
Drop

Disc
Golf

Michigan
Country

Horse
Ride

Total
Team

Little
Class

D In
Cold

Blood

Horse
Sense

Disc
Golf

Egg
Drop

Little
Class

Horse
Ride

Total
Team
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5 Day Daily Schedule

Monday

10:30 Students arrive, orientation and
move into cabins

11:45-1:15 Lunch

1:15-2:15 Afternoon Activities & Cabin
Leader/Teacher meeting

2:15-2:45 Tour

2:45-3:45 Class

4:00-5:00 Class

5:05 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities
(set tables, flag, etc.)

5:15-6:15 Dinner

6:15-7:00 Cabin Time with Cabin Leader

7:00-8:45 Evening Activity

8:45-9:30 Get ready for bed

10:00 Lights Out!

Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday

6:30 Rise & Shine

6:30-7:45 Get ready; clean cabins/bathrooms

7:45 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

9:00-9:30 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

9:30-10:30 Class

10:45-11:45  Class

12:00 Lunch

1:00-1:30 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

1:30-2:30 Class

2:45-3:45 Class OR Rest Hour

4:00-5:05 Afternoon Activities & Cabin
Leader/Teacher meeting

5:05 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities

5:15-6:15 Dinner

6:15-7:00 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

7:00-8:45 Evening Activities

8:45-10:00 Get ready for bed

10:00 Lights Out!

Friday

Option #1:

6:30 Clean cabins; pack; bring luggage
to the assigned location

8:00 Breakfast; evaluations

9:15 Departure

Option #2:

7:30 Clean cabins; pack; bring luggage
to the assigned location

9:00 Brunch; evaluations

10:15 Departure
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4 Day Sample Schedule

Dates: November 17th-20th Evening Program: T- Campfire, W- Night Hike Th- Square Dance

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

2:45 4:00 9:30 10:45 1:30 2:45 9:30 10:45 1:30 2:45 9:30 10:45

A Michigan
Country

Horse
Sense

In Cold
Blood

Horse
Ride

Little
Class

Egg
Drop

Total
Team

Birds

of a
Feather

Mona
Manor

Fire
Quest

Total

Team

B In Cold
Blood

Horse
Sense

Little
Class

Horse
Ride

Total
Team

Egg
Drop

Mona
Manor

Birds

of a
Feather

Total

Team

Fire
Quest

C Horse
Sense

In Cold
Blood

Egg
Drop

Total
Team

Michigan
Country

Horse
Ride

Little
Class

Fire
Quest

Total

Team

Birds

of a
Feather

Mona
Manor

D In Cold
Blood

Horse
Sense

Total
Team

Egg
Drop

Little
Class

Horse
Ride

Total

Team

Fire
Quest

Mona
Manor

Birds

of a
Feather
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4 Day Daily Schedule

Day 1

10:30 Students arrive, orientation and
move into cabins

11:45-1:15 Lunch

1:15-2:15 Afternoon Activities & Cabin
Leader/Teacher meeting

2:15-2:45 Tour

2:45-3:45 Class

4:00-5:00 Class

5:05 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities
(tables, flag, etc.)

5:15-6:15 Dinner

6:15-7:00 Cabin Time with Cabin Leader

7:00-8:45 Evening Activity

8:45-9:30 Get ready for bed

10:00 Lights Out!

Days 2 & 3

6:30 Rise & Shine

6:30-7:45 Get ready; clean cabins/bathrooms

7:45 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

9:00-9:30 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

9:30-10:30 Class

10:45-11:45  Class

12:00  Lunch

1:00-1:30 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

1:30-2:30 Class

2:45-3:45 Class

4:00-5:05 Afternoon Activities & Cabin
Leader/Teacher meeting

5:05 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities

5:15-6:15 Dinner

6:15-7:00 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

7:00-8:45 Evening Activities

8:45-10:00  Get ready for bed

10:00 Lights Out!

Day 4

Option #1: 10 Hours of Class

7:30 Rise & Shine; clean cabins; pack;
bring luggage to the assigned

9:00 Brunch, evaluations

10:15 Departure

Option #2: 12 Hours of Class

6:30 Clean cabins; pack; bring luggage
to the assigned location

8:00 Breakfast

9:15 Class

10:30 Class

11:45 Sack or Box Lunch, evaluations

12:15 Departure
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3 Day Sample Schedule

Dates: May 3rd-5th Evening Program: W- Egg Drop  Th- Gold Rush

Monday OR Wednesday Tuesday OR Thursday Wednesday OR Friday

2:45 4:00 9:30 10:45 1:30 2:45 9:30 10:45

A Taste of
Nature

Orienteering Energy
Extravaganza

Gimme
Shelter

Predator Prey Incredible

Journey

Archery

B Orienteering Taste of
Nature

Gimme
Shelter

Energy
Extravaganza

Archery Incredible
Journey

C Gimme
Shelter

Energy
Extravaganza

Taste of
Nature

Orienteering Incredible
Journey

Archery

D Energy
Extravaganza

Gimme
Shelter

Orienteering Taste of
Nature

Archery Incredible
Journey
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3 Day Daily Schedule (Monday-Wednesday OR Wednesday-Friday)

Day 1

10:30 Students arrive, orientation and
move into cabins

11:45-1:15 Lunch

1:15-2:15 Afternoon Activities & Cabin
Leader/Teacher meeting

2:15-2:45 Tour

2:45-3:45 Class

4:00-5:00 Class

5:05 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities
(set tables, flag, etc.)

5:15-6:15 Dinner

6:15-7:00 Cabin Time with Cabin Leader

7:00-8:45 Evening Activity

8:45-9:30 Get ready for bed

10:00 Lights Out!

Day 2

6:30 Rise & Shine

6:30-7:45 Get ready; clean cabins/bathrooms

7:45 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities

8:00-9:00 Breakfast

9:00-9:30 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

9:30-10:30 Class

10:45-11:45  Class

12:00 Lunch

1:00-1:30 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

1:30-2:30 Class

2:45-3:45 Class

4:00-5:05 Afternoon Activities & Cabin
Leader/Teacher meeting

5:05 Bell rings; cabin responsibilities

5:15-6:15 Dinner

6:15-7:00 Cabin Time with Cabin Leaders

7:00-8:45 Evening Activities

8:45-10:00   Get ready for bed

10:00 Lights Out!

Day 3

6:30 Clean cabins; pack; bring luggage
to the assigned location

8:00 Breakfast

9:15 Class

10:30 Class

11:45 Sack or Box Lunch, evaluations

12:30 Departure
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Two Months Prior

● Distribute Parent/Guardian Pack and Bring-Along List to
parents/guardians

● Interview Cabin Leaders (optional) and Finalize Cabin Leader
Rosters

● Set up a zoom teacher information meeting and/or a Zoom
parent/guardian information meeting with your Storer Camps
representative

● Arrange Cabin Leader Training
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DISCUSS CAMP GOALS TO PREPARE STUDENTS, PARENTS AND STAFF

The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School is a school in the outdoors; we are an extension of your
program at school, with all of our experiences having an educational foundation. Please prepare
everyone in the following ways.

Educationally

After your goals have been established, you may want to study certain units near your camp visit to make
solid connections between camp and school curriculum. Communicate your goals and selected activities
with the students and adults attending camp. Beyond the lessons presented during class times, many of
our daily activities such as weighing food waste and composting serve as powerful learning tools. You
may want to begin the discussion of these concepts at school. Also, please communicate to the Storer
Representative any current classroom projects or student’s prior knowledge that may be connected to
camp programs. We share this information with our educators to strengthen the relevance of our program
to your classroom curriculum and to ensure the students are being introduced to new material.

Logistically

All participants should prepare for an outdoor experience and pack appropriate clothing and footwear for
rainy/cold weather. All school staff involved in the trip should be aware of the planning process.

Emotionally

Remind students, staff and Cabin Leaders that they will be entering a rustic experience where they will not
bring cell phones, encounter video games, TV or stores. Discuss behavior expectations and emphasize that
YMCA Storer Camps is an extension of school. Behavior contracts can be very helpful. When designing
behavior contracts, remember that The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School emphasizes the values of
caring, honesty, respect and responsibility in our interactions with others, and our environment.

Information to Share with Students, Parents and School Staff

STUDENT MAIL

If parents/guardians would like to send a letter to students at camp, it should be mailed early to assure
delivery during their stay. Please note that upbeat, encouraging letters are best. Letters that focus on
missing their children lend to homesickness. If mail arrives at Storer after the student has returned home,
it will be marked "Return to Sender.” To avoid letters arriving after your student leaves camp you may
want to give letters to their teachers to hand out while they are at camp. Noting on the outside “Monday”,
“Tuesday”, “Wednesday”, etc. Please send letters with return addresses. If mailing letters to camp please
use the following:

Name of Student
Name of School

YMCA STORER CAMPS
6941 Stony Lake Road

Jackson, MI 49201
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YMCA STORER CAMPS
6941 Stony Lake Road Jackson, Michigan 49201

(517) 536-8607
www.ymcastorercamps.org

Dear Parents and Guardians:

Thank you for participating in The Storer Camps Outdoor School program at YMCA Storer Camps. Our
talented and caring staff strives to provide an exceptional experience for all. The YMCA Storer Camps
Outdoor School is an extension of your school program and we feel privileged to serve many quality school
districts like yours. As a parent/guardian, you need to be familiar with the following information as your
child embarks on their camp experience.

What to pack
Please review our Bring-Along List. Since this is an outdoor education program, your child will be spending
much of their time outside. Please pack items that can get wet or dirty. Please label all items with your
child’s name so misplaced items can be returned. Make sure your child is prepared for the season. All
students should bring rain gear. If your child is coming in the winter remember to pack several layers of
clothing, a warm winter coat, snow pants, hat, gloves, waterproof boots and lots of socks.

Minor Participant COVID Waiver
Your child must have a completed Minor Paricipant COVID Waiver signed by a parent/guardian in order to
participate in camp activities. WITHOUT A COVID WAIVER FORM, YOUR CHILD WILL NOT BE ABLE
TO ATTEND CAMP. If you plan to attend as a chaperone for your child’s trip you will must complete the
Adult Participant COVID Waiver.

Your school’s teachers will give you the necessary form to complete.

Mail to Campers
You are welcome to send letters to your child while they are at camp. Please send them early in the week
to assure arrival at camp during your child's stay. Remember to write upbeat, encouraging words. Letters
that focus on missing your children lend to homesickness. To avoid letters arriving after your student
leaves camp you may want to give letters to their teachers to hand out while they are at camp. Noting on
the outside “Monday”, “Tuesday”, “Wednesday”, etc. Please send letters with return addresses. Address
letters as follows:

Name of Student
Name of School

YMCA Storer Camps
6941 Stony Lake Road

Jackson, Michigan 49201

During your child’s stay at camp, please use our phone number for Emergencies Only: 517-536-8607

Sincerely,

The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School Team
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BRING ALONG LIST

BEDDING

Sleeping bag or sheets & blanket (Twin size)
Pillow & pillowcase

CLOTHING (Spring/Fall)

Pajamas
Underclothing (2 per day)
Socks (2 pairs per day)
Shirts (long and short sleeved)
Pants/jeans (3 pairs; dresses not recommended)
Bathing suit for showering
Sweatshirt/jacket
Raincoat *Needed for every season!
Please note:Do not bring umbrellas. If horse
riding, no ponchos.
Comfortable tennis shoes (2 pairs)
Waterproof shoes/boots (1 pair)
Shower shoes (1 pair)
Plastic bag for dirty clothes

CLOTHING (Winter)
Please Note: We are an Outdoor Environmental
Education Center. Your child will be outside for
extended periods of time except in cases of
extreme/sub-zero weather. Please prepare your child
with proper clothing for outdoor winter activities.

Pajamas (1 pair)
Underclothing (2 per day)
Socks (3 pairs per day)
Shirts (long and short sleeved)
Pants/jeans (3 pairs; dresses not recommended)
Bathing suit for showering
Raincoat *Needed for every season!
Please note: Do not bring umbrellas. If horse
riding, no ponchos.
Winter/Insulated Coat with a hood
Snow pants (1 pair)
Gloves/Mittens (2 pair:  non-cotton recommended)
Scarf

Winter hat
Waterproof Insulated Boots (1 pair)
Comfortable tennis shoes (1 pair)
Shower shoes (1 pair)
Plastic bag for dirty clothes

TOILETRIES

Bath towel & washcloth
Comb and/or brush
Deodorant (no aerosol spray cans)
Lip Balm
Soap/Shampoo
Toothbrush & toothpaste

OPTIONAL ITEMS

Day backpack
Reusable water bottle
Flashlight
Sunscreen lotion
Insect repellent (no aerosol spray cans)
Sunglasses or Hat
Camera (disposable recommended)
Reading book
Stationary/writing paper, pen & stamps
Stuffed animal

MEDICATIONS
Medications MUST be turned in to school before
departure to camp. Only emergency medications such
as rescue inhalers, epinephrine injectors and diabetic
supplies can be carried by students.

SUGGESTED ITEMS FOR CABIN LEADERS ONLY

Alarm Clock (or cell phone)
Watch (or cell phone)
Extension Cord
Travel Mug
Book to read to children

PLEASE DO NOT SEND THE FOLLOWING ITEMS

● Video Games or Electronic Devices •   iPads/iPods •   Cell Phones
● Hairspray, mousse, gels, etc. •   Blow dryers & curling irons •   Chewing gum
● Food (including pop & candy) •   Matches or lighters •   Fishing poles, hooks, etc.
● Firearms, knives, archery equipment or weapons •   Money
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One Month Prior

● Finalize Cabin Roster Assignments and email to your
Storer Representative NO LATER THAN TWO WEEKS
PRIOR TO YOUR ARRIVAL AT CAMP!

● Complete Cabin Leader Training (can be conducted by a
Storer Representative or your School Staff)

● Host a virtual Parent/Guardian and/or Teacher
Pre-Camp Meeting with your Storer Representative.

● Submit the “OEE Pre-Camp School Planning Form” (see
page 37). Also available on line from your Storer
representative.
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YMCA STORER CAMPS

OEE Pre-Camp School Planning

✅

School Name:

Dates of Attendance: / / to / / Grades:

Lead Teacher: Email:

Preferred Method of Contact: Phone #: Best Time to Call:

Additional Teachers:

Student Lodging Cabins Lodges Day Group

Teacher Housing: Stranahan North Health Center Teachers are Cabin Leaders

Confirmed Numbers Cabin Groups Cabin Leaders

# Male Students # Male Cabins # Male Adults

# Female Students # Female Cabins #Female Adults

TOTAL TRAVEL GROUPS TOTAL

Reminder: Cabin Rosters need to be submitted to camp at least two week prior to arrival

COVID Waivers

How will COVID waivers
arrive at camp?

Scanned and
emailed/faxed Sent by Post Bring With

Cabin Leaders High School Parents College Teachers

Cabin Leader Training

Teachers Train Before Arrival Night Before--Dinner & Breakfast ($25/person)

Early Arrival Training Night Before--Snack & Breakfast ($20/person)

How will Cabin Leaders Get to camp? Cabin Leader Arrival Time:
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School Arrival/Departure Plans

How will students get to camp? School Bus Charter Bus Cars

How will luggage get to camp? School Bus Charter Bus Cars Uhaul

School Arrival Time: School Departure Time:

Departure Day Plan

(9:00 Brunch available for 4 and 5-day groups. Groups with classes on departure day will have 8:00 breakfast.)

What are the teacher goals for the camp experience? What are the school’s core beliefs/values?

Curriculum 3-day=6 or 8 hours 4 day=10 or 12 hours 5-day=13 hours & rest hour or 14 hours
(Horse Ride, Tower, Canoeing, and Theme Days are not available for three day groups.)

1. 8.

2. 9.

3. 10.

4. 11.

5. 12.

6. 13.

7. 14.

Alternative Classes

(during inclement weather)
Afternoon Activities
Are there any activities that you specifically do or do not want us to offer?

DO: DO NOT:

Evening Activities

Shared Activities

Meals: Grace Moment of Silence (We will blend the request of all groups sharing the center)

Cookout Yes No Day Survival Day Yes No Day
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Lunch? Lunch?

What is your School’s Peanut Butter Policy?

No Special accommodation Peanut free table Peanut butter not allowed in cafeteria

Other Notes (i.e. birthdays, traditions, special story requests, etc):

Health Concerns

Dietary Concerns

Student Name Dietary Concern
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HOUSING AT CAMP AND CABIN ROSTERS

Cabin and Lodge Information

There are two types of housing provided for the schools: winterized cabins and lodges. Check your school Agreement for the number
of cabins/lodges assigned to you. Cabins can house between 8 to 16 people each. A lodge contains four units that house 14 people
each. Our winterized cabins have bathrooms and showers nearby. Our lodges have bathroom and shower facilities within each unit.

Student Cabin Groups

Our Storer Staff assign each school specific cabins and/or lodge units based on the needs of ALL groups attending the same week.
Your job is to assign students into groups. A good method to assign students to cabin groups is to have each student choose a
"buddy" and then put four or five pairs in a cabin together. The ratio of adults (teachers and/or cabin leaders age 16 or older) to
students is at least 1 cabin leader for every 10 campers during their sleeping hours. 1 teacher or cabin leader must stay in each
cabin or lodge unit.

Teacher Housing

At least 1 school district employee must be on camp grounds at all times. Teachers may stay in the cabins, however, we do have
separate teacher lodging available. Teachers should expect to share the facilities with the other school(s) attending. Stranahan
Lodge has 17 beds divided amongst 10 rooms. Two rooms have triple occupancy, three rooms have double occupancy, and five
rooms have single occupancy. Four bathrooms and a common area are upstairs. Two bathrooms, a larger common room, full kitchen
and laundry facilities are downstairs. The apartments above the North Health Center have 7 beds, 3 bathrooms and a kitchen/living
area. Teachers will be assigned to housing units based on the number of teachers in attendance. Though we understand requests
for specific housing, Storer Staff make the final housing decisions to best and most comfortably accommodate all guest teachers.

BELOW YOU WILL FIND THE LODGING CAPACITIES. MICHIGAN FIRE CODES DO NOT ALLOW US TO EXCEED THESE
NUMBERS. PLEASE USE THESE NUMBERS AS A GUIDE WHEN CREATING CABIN GROUPS. THANK YOU.

Lodging Capacities

Bunks and mattresses may not be moved into or out of cabins. Michigan fire codes prohibit numbers in excess of those listed below.
Cabins are listed by sections that work best for gender divisions. The first number listed is the total number of beds. The second
number is the number of beds available for students. Some beds due to their position in the cabin may only be occupied by an adult
per Michigan fire codes. Remember to include the Cabin Leaders in your count when creating cabin assignments.

Explorer Cabins
12/10 Appleseed
12/10 Boone
12/10 Pike
12/10 Cortez
8 Kenton
16 Crockett
16 Hudson

Frontier Cabins
12/10 Cumberland
12/10 Zane’s Trace
12/10 Chisholm
12/10 Bozeman
12/10 Mackinac
12 Butterfield
16 Santa Fe

Lodges
Kresge Lodge  *Four Groups of 14
Fellowship Lodge  *Four Groups of 14
Searles Lodge  *Four Groups of 14
Ewing Lodge   *Four Groups of 14
Net Zero Lodge  *12

*ADA Accessible

TOTAL CABIN CAPACITY: 176 TOTAL LODGE CAPACITY: 236

Please note: Storer Staff will assign your groups specific lodging once all schools attending have submitted their cabin rosters. You
can assist us in making school lodging assignments by creating your cabin rosters and sending them to camp NO LATER THAN 2
WEEKS PRIOR TO YOUR ARRIVAL. Refer to our Map on page 71 for cabin locations. We typically divide genders between Explorer and
Frontier cabin locations or lodges.
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MEETINGS AND TRAININGS WITH A STORER REPRESENTATIVE

A Storer Camps Outdoor School representative will contact you as to the best way to prepare your
students, parents/guardians and teachers for the camp experience. All schools will be provided with the
link to our NEW Informational Camp Video so you may do your own orientation meeting at school or
you may request a “virtual” teacher and student/parent meeting.

A zoom meeting will be set up through Storer Camps where we will show the information video followed
by a question/answer session with families and your Storer Camps representative. You may choose to
either complete/return the “OEE Pre-Camp Planning Form” to your Storer Representative or your rep will
meet with you and your teaching team via zoom to talk through goals, class/evening programs, etc. We
encourage you to schedule these meetings early so that you feel prepared for your camp experience.
Your representative will contact you at least one month prior to your camp experience to discuss the best
options for your school. Please direct all questions, except those concerning billing, to this
representative.

Before your teacher meeting you should have screened all of the students planning to attend camp for any
health concerns or food restrictions. We are more than happy to accommodate most menu
restrictions, but we must know about them in advance. Please include a list of students/adults and
any health/food concerns on the “OEE Pre-Camp Planning Form”. This is a Google Doc so
changes/additions can be made by the teachers throughout the planning process. You should have also
looked over the Program Planning Guide -- especially the curriculum section -- in order to create a
spectacular camp experience for your students!

Please share your goals, expectations, and questions with the Storer Camps representative. We take
thorough notes regarding your experience from year to year, but if your school is returning please
remember to share with us your traditions and any details that can help us prepare for your school’s
program. The Storer Representative will help with your classes and evening program selections, share
expectations with you, and coordinate any other special needs your group may have. They will also
review new curriculum options and program policies so that everyone is familiar with the program and
knows what to expect at camp. The Storer Camps representative will be in contact with you prior to your
trip to answer any questions you might have and to confirm all of your scheduling for your experience.

INTERVIEW CABIN LEADERS AND FINALIZE CABIN LEADER ROSTERS

We recommend a thorough interview with each candidate. Be open and honest about what the
week will require from each Cabin Leader. It is very important to stress to the applicants that
being a Cabin Leader is not a week’s vacation, but a learning experience about children, the
environment and themselves.

The following are suggested interview questions when selecting Cabin Leaders:

● Did you come to Storer Camps as a student?
● What do you remember from the experience?
● Do you have memories of your Cabin Leader and what they did for you?
● Have you been a camper, staff or volunteer at any camp?
● What extracurricular activities are you involved in? (high school/college only)
● How do you spend your free time?
● Why are you interested in being a Cabin Leader?
● What do you think your responsibilities would be as a Cabin Leader?
● What would be the greatest reward of being a Cabin Leader?
● What would be the greatest challenge of being a Cabin Leader?
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● How would you get your campers excited about a class or activity at camp?
● How would your closest friends describe you?
● If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be?
● Who, besides your parents/guardians, has had the most impact on your life and why?
● Have you had any experience working with children?  When?
● How would you handle a discipline problem? (present a scenario)
● How do you handle stress or anger?
● What type of support do you expect from the teachers while you are at camp?
● What can be done for you prior to camp that will help you be a successful Cabin Leader?
● One a scale from 1-10, 1=follower and 10=leader—how would you rate yourself?

After interviewing and selecting your Cabin Leaders, please finalize Cabin Leader rosters to determine who
will be coming to camp. You can also begin to think about how you would like to train these Cabin
Leaders. If you would like them trained by a Storer Camps representative, let us know when you schedule
your other pre-camp meetings.

SCHEDULE OR CONDUCT A CABIN LEADER TRAINING

The following are options for Cabin Leader Training Sessions:

1. The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School will provide complimentary written training materials,
contained in this section, for the school staff to perform their own Cabin Leader training.

2. The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School will provide a complimentary, somewhat abridged, Cabin
Leader training at Storer Camps 1.5 hours before student arrival, with the earliest starting time
being 9:00am.  Schools are responsible for transportation to camp.

3. The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School will provide training and overnight accommodations
(schools must provide one school representative), and breakfast at Camp, beginning on the
evening before students arrive for a fee of $20.00 per Cabin Leader.

4. Training with overnight accommodations, dinner and breakfast for a fee of $25.00 is another
option. Schools are responsible for transportation to camp and (1) school supervisor. We require
that a copy of the Cabin Leader placements be available during this training.

Providing Your Own Cabin Leader Training Session

Because Cabin Leadership is a key to the week’s success, we strongly encourage a Cabin Leader training
session before your camping experience begins. This training should cover camp and school rules, Cabin
Leader expectations, techniques for working with your students, daily responsibilities and some team
building exercises.

If you choose to do your own Cabin Leader training, we encourage you to look over the following materials
in preparation. You will need a space large enough for all of your Cabin Leaders to sit comfortably and to
stand in a circle. In addition, you should have a copy of the “Outdoor Education Cabin Leader Guide” for
each of your Cabin Leaders. This guide provides the main content of your training and should be covered
thoroughly. We also recommend role-playing some common camp scenarios and some teambuilding and
group games in your training. Allow about 1.5-2 hours for an interactive training.

The clearer you make your expectations, and the more specific you are with ideas on how to work with
your students, the more successful your week at camp will be. We hope the following ideas and
information will be helpful in your training.
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Cabin Leader Training
Materials

■ Cabin Leader Application
■ Cabin Leader Reference Form
■ Cabin Leader Code of Conduct
■ COVID Waivers

■ Cabin Leader Training Guide

■ Conducting a Cabin Leader Training

■ Role Playing Scenarios

■ Child Abuse Prevention & Detection Section
● Definitions of Child Abuse
● Possible Indications of Abuse
● Disclosure
● Guide to Responding to Abused Child
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MAKING INITIAL CABIN LEADER ARRANGEMENTS

It is the school's responsibility to select, screen, train, and evaluate Cabin Leaders. School
staff is also responsible for supervising and coaching Cabin Leaders during their stay at camp.
Each cabin must have a Cabin Leader. The type of Cabin Leader you choose is crucial, for it is their
maturity, enthusiasm and commitment that make the week successful for the students.

On the following pages you will find all you need to make initial Cabin Leader arrangements. Included are
tips for choosing Cabin Leaders, a job description, an application, a code of conduct, and a reference form.
If your school does not already have a Cabin Leader/Adult screening process, you may choose to
use the application form and references Storer provides for you. Schools maintain the application and
references forms for your records.

Four Sources for Cabin Leadership

1. College students may be acquired from local colleges that allow their students to serve as
Cabin Leaders as part of their degree program. College students as a whole are better
cabins leaders than high school students, but are harder to obtain due to their schedules.

2. Teachers, student teachers or teachers' aides may be Cabin Leaders, although this role does
place restrictions and extra responsibilities upon them. Some school districts believe it is
crucial that teachers stay in the cabin. They feel that the more teachers are involved in the
week's activities, the more the students will benefit from the experience.

3. High school students, preferably juniors and seniors, may be selected from your school
district. These students must be at least 16 years old, and at least 50% of them
must be at least 18 years old. They should be carefully screened and trained. While
these students tend to have a lot of enthusiasm and commitment as counselors, they
occasionally lack the judgment necessary to care for ten students. Many school districts
encourage high school students to become Cabin Leaders, feeling it is a valuable educational
tool for leadership training. You may utilize them again as leaders for the next year if they
excelled in their duties.  Using a contact at the district’s high school is helpful.

4. Parents may also be utilized as Cabin Leaders. Careful consideration should be given in
choosing parents/guardians willing to be involved in the entire camp experience. You want
to assure that their goal is to provide leadership for all students, not just their own child.
We do not allow adult Cabin Leaders to bring along other children and/or family members.

The selection process for Cabin Leadership is extremely important in ensuring a positive
experience for your students. We have provided an application form, optional reference forms
and signed code of conduct. Check with your school regarding their specific
requirements/screening process for overnight chaperones.

On the following pages…

● Cabin Leader Job Description
● Cabin Leader Application
● Cabin Leader Reference Form
● Code of Conduct for Cabin Leaders
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YMCA STORER CAMPS
6941 Stony Lake Road Jackson, Michigan 49201

(517) 536-8607
www.ymcastorercamps.org

BEING A CABIN LEADER FOR The Storer Outdoor School

Serving as a Cabin Leader is an exciting challenge. It is an opportunity to see new approaches to
education, to be outside, sleep in a cabin, eat in the dining hall, experience classes, learn about group
dynamics, child psychology and ultimately to be responsible for a small group of students. It is important
to think of this program as a SCHOOL EXPERIENCE for the students, and it should be an educational
experience for you too. It is different from summer camp and from a formal school setting. Cabin
Leaders are expected to stay on site during the entire school visit.

The goals of our Outdoor Environmental Education program are as follows:

● To enable students to understand and experience the relationship between themselves and the
natural environment and their roles as stewards of the Earth

● To strengthen social relationships between: teachers and students, students and their peers
● To give the students a sense of independence and self-identity
● To give all students a chance to succeed in a non-graded environment
● To encourage the students to become more aware of their senses
● To foster an attitude of inquiry in the child
● To encourage openness and active participation in outdoor activities
● To promote the values of caring, honesty, respect, and responsibility

Cabin Leader Responsibilities:

1. To make certain that each student's personal needs are properly met.
2. To supervise students in the cabins at night.
3. To see that students are dressed appropriately for varying weather conditions.
4. To make certain that students get to each activity on time and prepared.
5. To attend daily meetings with staff and teachers.
6. To help with support and discipline during classes and activities.
7. To promote caring, honesty, respect, and responsibility in all aspects of our program.
8. Cabin leaders are required to report any and all incidents to both a teacher and a The YMCA Storer

Camps Outdoor School Staff member.

Policies that all leaders must observe while at The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School:

1. Profanity or foul language is not permitted.
2. Good judgment in relationships between different ages and sexes must be exercised.
3. YMCA Storer Camps is a SMOKE FREE facility.
4. No alcohol or illegal drugs are permitted at or on camp property
5. Physical punishment is not permitted by state law or by YMCA Storer Camps policy.
6. All school rules apply at The Storer Camps Outdoor School.
7. Cabin Leaders should not put themselves in a position where they are one on one with a student.

Stay within sight and sound of other adults and/or students when speaking to a student.

YMCA Storer Camps reserves the right to dismiss any person whose behavior contradicts these
policies.
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Preparing for the week:

● You will receive a Bring Along List. This is outdoor education! Pack carefully and be prepared for
rainy or cold weather. Remember to bring an alarm clock/phone and a watch. No Radios,
electronic games, etc. are permitted.  Cell phones are allowed and used for emergency purposes.

● A Cabin Leader training program is provided by the school staff or by YMCA Storer Camps staff.
Contact the school to find out when your training will occur.

● Find out about the students you will supervise. What age are they? Do you know some stories to
share at bedtime?  What things would be important to a student at this age?

● Some people participate in our Cabin Leader program to fulfill a school project or service
requirement. If you have any forms that need to be completed to document your experience,
please give copies to the Lead Teacher of the school you are accompanying.

Thanks for your participation! The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School and the schools we
serve depend on your volunteerism and exceptional energy in order to provide an outdoor
environmental education experiences for students. We appreciate your time and effort and
believe you will benefit from the experience.

Sincerely,

The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School Team
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YMCA STORER CAMPS CABIN LEADER APPLICATION
(All Cabin Leaders must be 16 years of age or older)

Please Print in Ink

Name: ___________________________________Gender: ⃞  Male ⃞  Female

Address: _________________________________________________________________

Phone Number:_____________________  Date of Birth: _____/_____/________

EDUCATION:  Please list your highest level of completed education

Degree/Diploma:________________     School Name:______________________________

CAMPING, LEADERSHIP, YOUTH WORK OR YMCA EXPERIENCE

Position: ______________________________ Where: _________________________________

Position: ______________________________ Where: _________________________________

Position: ______________________________ Where: _________________________________

EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCES

Company Name: ____________________________Your title: _______________________________

Employed from: _____/_____/_____ to _____/_____/_____

Name & title of immediate supervisor: ____________________________________________

Phone Number: __________________________ May we contact? ⃞  Yes  ⃞  No

Reason for leaving: ___________________________________________________________

Company Name: ____________________________Your title: _______________________________

Employed from: _____/_____/_____ to _____/_____/_____

Name & title of immediate supervisor: ____________________________________________

Phone Number: __________________________ May we contact? ⃞  Yes  ⃞ No

Reason for leaving: ___________________________________________________________

Have you ever been convicted of more than a traffic violation? ⃞  Yes    ⃞  No
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Explanation if yes:___________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Signature of Applicant:_______________________________________________Date:__________

*Parent/Guardian Signature:__________________________________________Date:__________

(*) Parent signature required if applicant is less than 18 years of age.

Please return this application to the Principal/Lead Teacher from your Outdoor Environmental Education
school group.
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YMCA STORER CAMPS OUTDOOR SCHOOL
CABIN LEADER CONFIDENTIAL REFERENCE FORM

(Three complete forms are required of each leader)

Applicant's Name:   ___________________________________________

The person for whom you are filling out this form will be working with elementary-aged students for up to one week.
We appreciate your consideration and personal insights into their character. Please leave blank any questions you feel
unqualified to answer.

How long have you known the applicant? In what capacity? ____________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: Please check the appropriate box

Excellent Above Average Average Poor N/A

Attendance/Punctuality

Personal Appearance/Hygiene

Attitude towards Others

Organization

Relationships with Others

Honesty/Dependability

Ability to Learn New Skills

OBJECTIVE RATING: Check the phrase that most accurately describes the applicant's behavior. Add details if needed

1. Ability to direct others along definite lines of action: ______Poor leader, incapable of directing others

______Normally successful in leading others ______Exceptional leader, inspires others

2. Ability to work with others for the good of the group: ______Gives limited cooperation, self-serving

______Cooperates willingly and actively ______Exceptionally successful in working with others

3. Relates to children: ______Poorly ______Fairly well ______Reasonably well ______Remarkably well
4. Personal character: ______Fair ______Average ______Good ______Excellent
5. Ability to apply attention, energy and persistence to tasks: ______Needs prodding to complete work

______Completes assigned tasks of own accord ______Goes above and beyond expectations

6. Ability to control emotions: ______Tends to be over emotional OR unresponsive OR easily irritated/frustrated
______Well balanced, in control ______Exceptional balance between responsiveness and control

7. How would you rate the applicant as a role model for children?___________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

8. Is there any reason why the applicant should NOT work with children? ____________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Reference's Name:   ___________________________________Phone Number_____________________

Reference's Signature:   __________________________________________Date___________________
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THE YMCA STORER CAMPS OUTDOOR SCHOOL: CODE OF CONDUCT

The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School provides the following information on the expected Code of Conduct for
Outdoor Environmental Education Cabin Leaders and teachers while participating in the Outdoor Environmental
Education program. For the purpose of this Code of Conduct, staff is defined as school administrators, teachers, The
Storer Camps Outdoor School employees, Cabin Leaders and/or anyone who has contact with youth participants. Staff
is required to read and sign this document.

● In order to protect school, staff, volunteer and program participants, at no time during an Outdoor
Environmental Education program may a staff person be alone with a single child where they cannot be
observed by others. As staff supervise children, they should space themselves in a way that other staff can
see them.

● Staff shall never leave a child unsupervised.
● Staff should not abuse children, including: Physical abuse - strike, spank, shake, slap; Verbal abuse -

humiliate, degrade, threaten; Sexual abuse - inappropriate touch or verbal exchange; Mental abuse -
shaming, withholding love, cruelty; Neglect - withholding food, water, or basic care. Any type of abuse will
not be tolerated and may be cause for dismissal from the The Storer Camps Outdoor School program and a
report filed with the Protective Services Division of the Family and Independence Agency.

● Staff must use positive techniques of guidance, including redirection, positive reinforcement and
encouragement rather than competition, comparison and criticism. Staff will have age appropriate
expectations and set up guidelines and environments that minimize the need for discipline. Physical restraint
is used only in pre-determined situations (necessary to protect the child or other children from harm), is only
administered in a prescribed manner and must be documented in writing.

● Staff respond to children with respect and consideration, and treats all children equally regardless of sex, race,
religion, or culture.

● Staff will respect children’s right to not be touched in ways that make them feel uncomfortable, and their right
to say no.  Children are not to be touched on areas of their bodies that would be covered by a bathing suit.

● Staff will refrain from intimate displays of affection towards others in the presence of children,
parents/guardians and staff.

● While the school and YMCA do not discriminate against an individual’s lifestyle, they do require that in their
job performance, staff will abide by the standards of conduct set forth by the YMCA.

● Staff must appear clean, neat and appropriately attired.
● Using, possessing, or being under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs during working hours is prohibited.
● Smoking or the use of tobacco on camp property is prohibited.
● Profanity, inappropriate jokes, sharing intimate details of one’s personal life and any kind of harassment in the

presence of children is prohibited.
● Staff must be free of physical and psychological conditions that might adversely affect children’s physical or

mental health.
● Staff will portray a positive role model for youth by maintaining an attitude of respect, loyalty, patience,

courtesy, tact, and maturity.
● An alleged perpetrator will be isolated from participants while a thorough investigation is conducted.
● Under no circumstances should staff release children to anyone other than the authorized parent, guardian, or

other adult authorized by the parent or guardian.

I understand that any violation of the Code of Conduct may result in dismissal from The Storer Camps Outdoor School
and a potential investigation by the Family and Independence Agency.

Cabin Leaders Signature:   ______________________________________Date___________________

Lead Teacher Signature:   ______________________________________  Date___________________
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MINOR PARTICIPANT WAIVER, RELEASE,

INDEMNIFICATION OF ALL CLAIMS & COVENANT NOT TO SUE

NOTICE: THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING AGREEMENT. Read this document carefully
and in entirety. By signing this agreement, you give up your right and the named
minor’s right to bring a court action to recover compensation or obtain any other
remedy for any personal injury or property damage however caused arising out of
the named minor’s participation in YMCA STORER CAMPS, a branch of the YMCA OF
GREATER TOLEDO (herein referred to as YMCA) programs or activities, now or any
time in the future.

____ ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RISK

I, in my legal capacity as the parent/guardian of the minor named below, do
hereby acknowledge and agree that participation in any activities comes with inherent risks. I
have full knowledge and understanding of the inherent risks associated with any activity or
program participation, including but in no way limited to: (1) slips, trips, and falls, (2) aquatic
injuries, (3) athletic injuries, (4) equine related injuries, (5) boating related injuries, (6) target
sports related injuries and (7) illness, including exposure to and infection with viruses or
bacteria. I further acknowledge that the preceding list is not inclusive of all possible risks
associated with any activity or program participation and that said list in no way limits the
operation of this Agreement.

____ CORONAVIRUS / COVID-19 WARNING & DISCLAIMER

Coronavirus, COVID-19 is an extremely contagious virus that spreads easily through
person-to-person contact. Federal and state authorities recommend social distancing as a mean
to prevent the spread of the virus. COVID-19 can lead to severe illness, personal injury,
permanent disability, and death. Participating in YMCA programs or accessing YMCA facilities
could increase the risk of contracting COVID-19. YMCA in no way warrants that COVID-19
infection will not occur through participation in YMCA programs of accessing YMCA facilities.

____ WAIVER, RELEASE, INDEMNIFICATION & COVENANT NOT TO SUE

In consideration of __________________________________’s participation in YMCA activities
and programs, I, __________________________________, the parent/guardian of the minor
named above, agree to release and on behalf of myself and the minor named above, my heirs,
representatives, executors, administrators, and assigns, HEREBY DO RELEASE YMCA, its
officers, directors, employees, volunteers, agents, representatives and insurers (“Releasees”)
from any causes of action, claims, or demands of any nature whatsoever including, but in no
way limited to, claims of negligence, which I, the named minor, my heirs, representatives,
executors, administrators and assigns may have, now or in the future, against YMCA on
account of personal injury, property damage, death or accident of any kind, arising out of or in
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any way related to the use of YMCA facilities/equipment or participation in YMCA programs
whether that participation is supervised or unsupervised, however the injury or damage occurs,
including, but not limited to the negligence of Releasees.

In consideration of the named minor’s participation in activities and programs, I, the
undersigned parent/guardian of the named minor, agree to INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS
Releasees from any and all causes of action, claims, demands, losses, or costs of any nature
whatsoever arising out of or in any way related to the named minor’s activity and program
participation.

I hereby certify on behalf of myself and the named minor that I have full knowledge of the
nature and extent of the risks inherent in any activity and program participation and that I, on
behalf of myself and the named minor, am voluntarily assuming said risks. I understand that I
and the named minor will be solely responsible for any loss or damage, including personal
injury, property damage, or death, the named minor sustains

while participating in any activities and programs and that by signing this agreement I, on
behalf of myself and the named minor, HEREBY RELEASE Releasees of all liability for such loss,
damage, or death. I further certify that the named minor is in good health and has no
conditions or impairments which would preclude his/her safe participation in any activities and
programs.

I further certify that my date of birth is _________________ (MM/DD/YYYY), that my present
age is ______, that I am therefore of lawful age (18 years or older) and otherwise legally
competent to sign this agreement, and that I have legal capacity to act as the parent/guardian
of the named minor. I further understand that the terms of this agreement are legally binding
and certify that I am signing this agreement, after having carefully read it, of my own free will.

________________________________________ _________________

Participant Name (Print Clearly) Date

________________________________   _______________________________

Parent/Guardian Signature Parent/Guardian Name (Print Clearly)
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ADULT PARTICIPANT WAIVER, RELEASE,

INDEMNIFICATION OF ALL CLAIMS & COVENANT NOT TO SUE

NOTICE: THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING AGREEMENT. Read this document carefully and
in entirety. By signing this agreement, you give up your right and the named minor’s
right to bring a court action to recover compensation or obtain any other remedy for
any personal injury or property damage however caused arising out of your
participation in YMCA STORER CAMPS, a branch of the YMCA OF GREATER TOLEDO
(herein referred to as YMCA) programs or activities, now or any time in the future.

____ ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RISK

I do hereby acknowledge and agree that participation in any activities comes with inherent
risks. I have full knowledge and understanding of the inherent risks associated with any activity
or program participation, including but in no way limited to: (1) slips, trips, and falls, (2)
aquatic injuries, (3) athletic injuries, (4) equine related injuries, (5) boating related injuries,
(6) target sports related injuries and (7) illness, including exposure to and infection with
viruses or bacteria. I further acknowledge that the preceding list is not inclusive of all possible
risks associated with any activity or program participation and that said list in no way limits the
operation of this Agreement.

____ CORONAVIRUS / COVID-19 WARNING & DISCLAIMER

Coronavirus, COVID-19 is an extremely contagious virus that spreads easily through
person-to-person contact. Federal and state authorities recommend social distancing as a mean
to prevent the spread of the virus. COVID-19 can lead to severe illness, personal injury,
permanent disability, and death. Participating in YMCA programs or accessing YMCA facilities
could increase the risk of contracting COVID-19. YMCA in no way warrants that COVID-19
infection will not occur through participation in YMCA programs of accessing YMCA facilities.

____ WAIVER, RELEASE, INDEMNIFICATION & COVENANT NOT TO SUE

In consideration of my participation in YMCA activities and programs, I,
__________________________________, agree to release and on behalf of myself and my
heirs, representatives, executors, administrators, and assigns, HEREBY DO RELEASE YMCA, its
officers, directors, employees, volunteers, agents, representatives and insurers (“Releasees”)
from any causes of action, claims, or demands of any nature whatsoever including, but in no
way limited to, claims of negligence, which I, my heirs, representatives, executors,
administrators and assigns may have, now or in the future, against YMCA on account of
personal injury, property damage, death or accident of any kind, arising out of or in any way
related to the use of YMCA facilities/equipment or participation in YMCA programs whether that
participation is supervised or unsupervised, however the injury or damage occurs, including,
but not limited to the negligence of Releasees.
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In consideration of participation in activities and programs, I, the undersigned agree to
INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS Releasees from any and all causes of action, claims,
demands, losses, or costs of any nature whatsoever arising out of or in any way related to the
activity and program participation.

I hereby certify on behalf of myself that I have full knowledge of the nature and extent of the
risks inherent in any activity and program participation and that I am voluntarily assuming said
risks. I understand that I will be solely responsible for any loss or damage, including personal
injury, property damage, or death, sustained while participating in any activities and programs
and that by signing this agreement I, on behalf of myself, HEREBY RELEASE Releasees of all
liability for such loss, damage, or death. I further certify that I am in good health and have no
conditions or impairments which would preclude safe participation in any activities and
programs.

I further certify that my date of birth is _________________ (MM/DD/YYYY), that my present
age is ______, that I am therefore of lawful age (18 years or older) and otherwise legally
competent to sign this agreement. I further understand that the terms of this agreement are
legally binding and certify that I am signing this agreement, after having carefully read it, of
my own free will.

________________________________________     _________________

Participant Name (Print Clearly) Date

________________________________

Signature
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YMCA STORER CAMPS OUTDOOR SCHOOL:
CABIN LEADER TRAINING GUIDE

Welcome to The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School! The Storer Camps Leadership Team, staff and classroom
teachers are here to help you in every way we can. Your job this week is a 24-hour a day responsibility. We are
parents/guardians, advisors and friends to each child in camp, as well as responsible for organizing the camp
program.  Please do not hesitate to call on the staff for help or advice.

Because we are the adults responsible for the students’ supervision, it is expected that we all maintain an exemplary
standard of behavior. We are their role models for the week. Your students’ association with you this week can be the
most positive experience of the whole program or the most negative. Your campers will reflect your energy and
attitude, so a lot depends on you! Expect to have a wonderful, rewarding experience, but please don’t expect a
vacation. Once the children arrive, it is your responsibility to focus all your attention and energy on them. This is no
small task, so make sure to get plenty of sleep before you arrive at camp and maintain your health.

Please be aware that we have only one set of standards here that applies to students and adults alike, to set the tone
of equity and fairness. For the most part, all rules listed or stated apply to everyone equally. These rules are based
on the values of caring, honesty, respect and responsibility.

● Just as teachers in the classroom:
● We are not permitted to smoke on camp property.
● We are not permitted to use profanity or foul language.
● We need to use good judgment in relationships of different ages and sexes.
● We are not permitted to use alcohol or drugs.  Use of these is cause for dismissal from camp.
● We need to make sure students are on time, properly dressed, acceptably clean and getting the

most they can out of the week.

More than anything, we need your enthusiasm. We hope you find the week enjoyable and educational.

Goals:
It is best to keep the following Outdoor Environmental Education goals in mind as the week progresses.

1. To help students live responsibly with other students.
2. To lead students toward a greater appreciation of the natural world.
3. To allow teachers to participate with their students in the outdoor setting.
4. To foster growth and cooperative skills in educational and living situations.

In addition to these program goals, each Cabin Leader should have five strong areas of concern:

1. To help individual students develop their personalities and skills, with special attention toward those students
who need our help the most.

2. To build a strong feeling of cabin unity and pride. This group pride will help you and your students overcome
problems within the cabin and to function as a strong, cohesive, group.

3. To develop your group into one that is on time, accomplishes assigned tasks and works well together. This will
build a positive attitude about the things kids love to do, and their part in the overall program.

4. To handle “stressful” situations such as injuries, wet beds, stolen property respectfully: Ask for help, but
remember that your first duty is to take charge and calm the situation down and give reassurance.

5. To promote caring, honesty, respect and responsibility in daily interactions and through role modeling.

Behavior Management:

Many Cabin Leaders are confused as to how to “discipline” their students. The best definition of discipline for our
purposes is simply “training” that develops self-control, character, orderliness and efficiency. We are here to train
students in a positive way to have useful skills, concern for their fellow human beings, and an appreciation of the
outdoors.  We encourage you to promote the five ‘Rules to Make Life Easier” listed below.
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1. Speak for yourself...not for anyone else
2. Listen to others...then they’ll listen to you
3. Avoid put downs...who needs ‘em?
4. Take charge of yourself...you are responsible for you.
5. Show respect...every person is important.

VERY IMPORTANT: When disciplining any student, DO NOT ever allow yourself or put yourself in a
situation where you are alone with a student (no one around to hear or see the situation) -- Cabin,
bathrooms, etc.

You will have fewer problems if you make it clear from the beginning of the week what you expect from your students.
As soon as a student’s behavior or attitude disrupts your cabin or the program, and you cannot get him/her to
respond, seek the help of a teacher, the Storer Camps Leadership Team, or another staff member.

Tips to Avoid Behavior Problems

1. One compliment is worth ten criticisms.  Congratulate kids on a job well done.
2. You may not use physical force to punish a student.
3. Do not make a lot of threats, and never ones that you are not prepared to back up immediately. A better

approach may be to give the student choices of how to redirect their behavior. Please check with the teachers
or Storer Camps Leadership Team to find out what choices can be presented to unresponsive students (what
can be used as leverage).

4. A child should always be separated from the group before serious discussion begins, or a consequence is given
out.  Talk to the student by yourself first.  If you do not see improvement, have a teacher talk to the student.

5. It is much easier to start firm and loosen up as the week goes on. It is very hard and usually painful to regain
lost control.

6. Ask for help from the teachers, Storer Camps Leadership Team, or staff. This will not be a negative reflection
on you, but rather a sign of your concern.

7. Don't wait!  Take care of the problem now.  It won’t go away by itself -- it will only get worse.

As a form of physical discipline, a child shall not be deprived of food or sleep, be placed alone without
staff supervision, observation, or interaction, or be subjected to ridicule, threat, corporal punishment,
excessive physical exercise or excessive restraint. This is not just a rule devised by The YMCA Storer
Camps Outdoor School. IT IS THE LAW. If in doubt on the correctness of a certain disciplinary procedure,
consult the Storer Camps Leadership Team.

Students who do not respond to discipline, or are repeat offenders, may be sent home for the good of the entire
group.  The teachers and the Program Director make this decision.

General Camp Rules

The following rules are outlined to students when they arrive on their first day at camp. As Cabin Leaders, you are
expected to follow these rules unless otherwise noted.

1. When the hand goes up the mouth goes silent.
2. The rules you have at school apply to you at camp.
3. Enter the barn only when a Storer staff member invites you in.
4. You may go down to the lake only when a Storer staff member is with you.
5. You may only enter your own cabin.  (Except Cabin Leaders helping in other cabins)
6. Please do not write on the cabin walls or bunks.
7. Keep all belongings outside the yellow square and off the heater.
8. All medications must be submitted to teachers and kept secured out of the cabins, except for rescue inhalers

and EpiPens.
9. All food, candy, or gum must be given to your teachers and will be returned before you leave.
10. Help return equipment to where it belongs after you use it, and help clean up after classes.
11. Please keep sticks and stones on the ground.
12. Leave critters where you see them.
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13. No putting anyone else down or negative comments.
14. Students are not permitted to use any phones except in the presence of their teacher.
15. Foul language is not tolerated.
16. Shoes must be worn at all times.
17. Students need to have a buddy and notify the Cabin Leader if leaving the group.
18. Video games, cell phones, radios, curling irons, blow dryers are not allowed.
19. No raiding or knocking on cabin windows or doors. NO pranks allowed.

Cabin Clean Up

Each cabin group is responsible for cleaning its cabin before breakfast. The cabin inspectors will check each cabin
after the breakfast bell. After breakfast, the inspectors, known affectionately as “Mop and Glow”, will report how clean
the cabins were. Cleaning up can be fun! But if you have a negative attitude, so will the students. Take pride in
working as a team.  Items Mop and Glow check include:

1. Beds made and clothes in suitcases.
2. Trash both inside and outside of the cabin picked up.
3. Doors and windows closed.
4. Swept floors.
5. Inside lights and porch lights turned off.
6. Everyone out of the cabin and at flagpole on time.

Meal Procedures

1. There must be an adult at each table. If two adults are at the same table, face the center of the dining hall
and do not sit next to each other.  Double up with a teacher instead of another Cabin Leader.

2. You are in charge at your table -- enforce good table manners. Encourage the use of “please” and “thank
you”, and other manners appropriate for a casual family style meal.

3. Sit at a different table each meal and encourage a variety of students to sit with you.
4. During the announcements, help keep your table quiet and attentive to the instructions.

Health Procedures

1. Schools are responsible for storing and distributing all medications and any first aid needs. Check with your
teachers for more details on when/how they plan to distribute medications/first aid for your students.

2. Please do not give any child any medication.
3. No medication should be kept in cabins, unless needed for emergencies (epi pens, inhalers, etx.)

If someone in your cabin wets the bed and notifies you in the morning, discreetly note their bunk location and bedding
description and let your teachers know as soon as possible. If they notify you in the middle of the night, spare
sleeping bags are available in the back room of the Health Center. Wet Bed kits are available in each cabin and in each
lodge kitchenette and contain gloves, a trash bag to place soiled bedding, and a wipe to disinfect the mattress.
School staff will wash bedding during the day and have it back on the student’s bed before the next evening.

Extra Cabin Responsibilities

Throughout the week, cabins will be assigned various tasks. A schedule is included in your Cabin Leader Booklet
which you will receive at your meeting with your Storer representative shortly after your arrival or following the 1st

lunch. Storer staff will assist you and your students in completing your responsibilities. It is a good experience for
students to clean up after themselves. Make sure each student does their share, and your involvement will be a good
example. Such tasks include: sweeping the dining room floor after meals, raising or lowering the flag, setting the
tables and taking out the compost.
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Cabin Activity Time

After every meal, you and your cabin group will have about half an hour of cabin activity time. During this time, you
need to make sure that your cabin group is prepared for the next planned class or activity (changing clothes, using
the restroom, etc.). You and your group may have some extra free time. The Cabin Leader is responsible for the
supervision of students during this time. Your cabin needs to remain together and students should not be left in the
cabin alone. Here are some ideas to do with your group:

1. Visit and pet the farm animals in the Small Animal Learning Center.
2. Play an active game outside: basketball, volleyball, soccer, tag, etc.
3. Sit inside to talk or play games. Create a cabin chant or cheer. Write letters or read a book.
4. Go for a walk and explore camp.

Classes

14 hours of formal class time is scheduled during a five-day week. These classes are taught, with your assistance, by
the staff. Try to assist the instructor as much as possible. Introduce yourself to the staff at the beginning of class and
ask how you can help. Some students have a mental block about the word “class”. Your enthusiasm and positive
attitude can go a long way in overcoming this problem. For example, it is much better to say, “Let’s go to Firequest!”
rather than “We have to go to class”.

Afternoon Activities

On Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday afternoons between the last class and dinnertime, students are
offered a choice of afternoon activities. These usually include such things as athletics, fishing, crafts, hikes, etc. Each
student may choose to attend any one activity. Students are not permitted to go back to their cabins at this time.
During this time, you will be meeting with the teachers and a member of the Storer Camps Leadership Team to
discuss the program and how things are going with you and your cabin group. Please escort your students to the
designated meeting place and wait for a staff member to  dismiss you before departing for your meeting.

Evening Activities

Each evening there is an organized activity that involves participation by the entire group. Once the program is
complete, cabins are dismissed individually. Everyone is expected to return quietly to their own cabin. You are
expected to stay in your cabin with your students and not make visits to other cabins. All lights, except the porch
lights, are to be turned out and students quiet in bed no later than 10pm. The teachers perform bed checks each
night. You are in charge of your cabin; should you decide to turn off the lights sooner, it is your prerogative to do so.

Bed Time

One of the hardest challenges you may deal with is getting your cabin group to bed and asleep on time. The following
are some bedtime ideas to help you:

● During cabin time on the first day, set up your bedtime expectations.
● No ghost stories!  You may think they are harmless, but you will have a lot of scared, sleepless students.
● Take the entire cabin group to the bathrooms before lights out to “try” -- they will have no excuse to leave the

cabin for the bathrooms immediately after lights out.
● If your students are staying in the traditional cabins: assign, or have the students choose, bathroom buddies

for the night. Instruct the students to wake you before they depart for the bathroom and have them check in
with you upon their return.

● Students are normally tired but so worked up and excited about being at camp that they do not let themselves
fall asleep. If you monopolize the conversation they will not talk and will most likely fall asleep. You can tell or
read them a story.
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● Topics for cabin chats: sports, today’s events, vacations, stories, hobbies, tomorrow’s events, etc.
● Avoid the following topics:  drugs, alcohol, smoking, sex, gossip and inappropriate jokes or stories.
● Hint: Collect all flashlights at lights out and line them up by the front door. They will be there if the students

need them, but the flashlights won’t be in their hands as a temptation to bother others.
● Do not allow pillow fights, hanging from the rafters, jumping on bunks or any other physical behavior.
● Let your cabin group know that their teachers will be roving about the cabin area after lights out. They will be

checking that all cabin groups are quiet, sleeping and with the lights out.
● If a student in your cabin is noisy, uncooperative, or causing a disturbance, inform the student that you will

contact their teachers. If the behavior does not change, it is important to follow through. The teachers from
your school will be roving each night to check in with you and your students.

Emergency Procedures

Procedures to follow in the event of a fire or tornado will be covered by the Storer Camps Leadership Team in detail at
your first afternoon meeting. In the event of an emergency in camp, a staff member will ring the dining hall bell
continuously.

Child Abuse Prevention:  See attached Child Abuse Prevention and Detection (pages 63-64).  Any suspected or
unusual situations should be reported to the school representative and a Storer Camps Leadership Team member.
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Conducting a Cabin Leader Training (Time: 3 hours)

Objectives:

● Foster an understanding of the role and expectations of a Cabin Leader.
● To practice counseling techniques that might help ensure a successful stay.
● Provide an opportunity to meet other Cabin Leaders and ask questions.
● To acquaint Cabin Leaders with their support structure at camp.

Materials:

● Copies of “Outdoor Education Cabin Leader Guide” for each CL.
● Copies of “Child Abuse Prevention and Detection” for each CL.
● Cut out a copy of the Role Playing Scenarios so each group can get just one.

Introduction
The role of the Cabin Leader at camp is arguably the most important component to how much the students enjoy their stay at camp.
The students naturally mimic the behaviors and attitude that the Cabin Leaders role model. If Cabin Leaders are positive and
respectful, then the students will be. If Cabin Leaders are withdrawn, negative, or disrespectful, the students will demonstrate that
same behavior. The hope of this training is to answer any questions the Cabin Leaders might have and to give a few “tools” which
will help to ensure an enjoyable stay at camp.

Activity: Name Games
To start, it is always good to allow people to get to know each other so they will more openly participate in this training. It is often
good to break up your explanation of the rules and expectations listed in the Outdoor Education Cabin Leader Guide with a few
games. This technique develops team spirit among your Cabin Leaders, provides them with ideas to use with the kids, helps them
remain focused, and reminds them that camp is fun and sometimes a little wacky. Some ideas follow. You can also use games you
know and love.

● Action Syllables: (A good name game for 8-12 people)
With the group standing in a circle, have the participants think about how many syllables are in their name. They will need
to match one simple action with each syllable. For instance, "Mary" has two syllables in her name, so she grabs her nose
with "Ma..." and jumps with "...ry." Once Mary has done her action while saying her name, the whole group repeats in
unison. After the 2nd person does his name, the whole group repeats his name/action, and then Mary's again. And so it
goes 'til everyone's done it.

● Knots: (6-20 people)
Start with the group in a snug circle (you can have several small groups of 6-10). Have folks join hands across the circle
(not right next to them) so that each person is holding two hands from two different people. The object now is to untangle
to a circle, or several circles, without letting go of hands.

● Line-ups: (unlimited number)
The object is to have the group line-up shoulder to shoulder in a specific order given by the leader i.e., birthdays, height,
alphabetically, etc.  Best if done as a silent exercise and even more challenging if some or all are blindfolded.

Discussion: Have cabin leaders share if they were ever an outdoor education student or cabin leader before. What is one thing they
remember most about their cabin leader? This allows the cabin leaders to begin thinking about their role as Cabin Leaders coming
up.

Activity: Herding Cats
This activity is role-playing of different scenarios that might come up at camp. It is also a way to keep your training more light and
interactive. This role-playing can be done as just one activity later in the training or it can be done throughout the training to help
make a point. If you choose the intermixed option, start by having a pair of Cabin Leaders randomly draw one of the scenarios to act
out (select scenarios you think are appropriate for your group and change as needed). Give them a few minutes to plan what they
would like to present.  A lighter option of this is to have them come up with an improper response and a proper response.

Throughout the training there are clues to tell you which scenario would be appropriate at that time. Start each section with
improper responses, cover the information in the section, and then do the proper response (this will help set the Cabin Leaders up
for success). It is not always necessary to come to closure during a role-play, but only to begin an interaction. After each role-play,
have the group discuss what they liked about the interaction, what they might do differently, and also allow time for people to ask
questions.  Make sure to make it clear if something presented is inappropriate.

Discussions:
(Scenarios 1and 2: A wrong way)
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Using the Cabin Leader Guide, read the “Introduction” section. (Whenever reading as a group it is best if everyone can follow along
and to have multiple people read, to keep others interested).  Lead a discussion on this section.

● If we are acting as the student’s caregivers/guardians for the week, what are some characteristics of a good parent?
● How are these characteristics the same and different for a friend?
● How are the responsibility of a parent/guardian and a friend different?
● Why is it important for our behavior to be what we want the students to be?
● Can anyone think of what might help you meet these expectations throughout the week?

(Scenarios 1 and 2: A right way)

(Scenario 3: A wrong way)

● Read the “Goals” section of the Cabin Leader Guide and discuss.
● How can we help students find their own “victory” this week?
● What can you do to build connectedness in your cabin?
● How can you promote caring, honesty, respect and responsibility in your cabin?

(Scenarios 3: A right way)

(Scenarios 4, 5 and 6: A wrong way)

Read the “Behavior Management” section of the Cabin Leader guide. Read the bolded section twice.

● In each of the scenarios, what was the cause of the behavior?
● Why is it better to not just correct the behavior but correct the behavior and the cause?
● What would you do at camp if you have a behavior problem?  What if you could not control the situation?

Note:  Always approach a situation with respect; it is bad behavior not a bad kid.

(Scenarios 4, 5 and 6: A right way)

(Scenarios 7 and 8: A wrong way)

What components or activities will make up a typical day at camp? (Write them on a flip chart) What is a Cabin Leaders
responsibility for each of these? After the Cabin Leaders answer, read the section on the component (if there is one) in the “What to
Expect at Camp” section of the Cabin Leaders Guide. Read any section not read during your discussion. There is a lot of information
in this section so take time throughout the reading to ask for questions.

(Scenarios 7 and 8: A right way)

Hand out “Child Abuse Prevention and Detection.” If doing the Herding Cats throughout your training, explain that the wrong way
will not be shown in this section since there should be nothing funny about child abuse. Read through with the Cabin Leaders. (If
you are cutting information for time sake, be sure to cover the “Follow-up at Camp” section.)

● Are there any questions about what to do if you suspect child abuse?

(Scenario 9: A right way)

Wrap-Up:
Return to the questions that were written at the start. Were all these questions answered? Go through and have the Cabin Leaders
answer each of the questions. Ask if the cabin leaders have any last questions or clarifications.

Thank the Cabin Leaders once again for their time. Remind them of the importance of their energy and enthusiasm. Ensure that
they know they are not alone, if they have questions or would like some help, a teacher or a staff member would be more than
happy to help them.
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Role Playing Scenarios

1. Your campers are constantly swearing. You ask them to stop.  They say if you were cool, you would let them.
2. The staff is trying to get the dining hall quieted down; your table is talking and not paying attention.
3. You notice a clique developing in your cabin and a few campers have complained that they feel excluded.
4. A camper continuously makes demands of other kids. They say they’ll be their friend if they do special favors for them and

they exclude those who don't follow their rules.
5. A campers, who normally is involved in activities, says they don’t want to horse ride because it's stupid.
6. A camper in your cabin clings to you.  They remain near you during activities and always asks to help you.
7. You wake up to the smell of urine and realize one of your campers has wet the bed.
8. A camper at your table is not eating anything.
9. A camper mentions during a conversation that they feel uncomfortable when a certain adult hugs them.
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Child Abuse Prevention and Detection

DEFINITIONS OF CHILD ABUSE
There are four types of child abuse.  They are defined as:

Physical: Physical abuse is an injury or pattern of injuries that happen to a child which are not accidental. These injuries may
include beatings, burns, bruises, bites, welts, strangulation, broken bones or death.

Neglect: Neglect occurs when adults responsible for the well-being of a child fail to provide for the child. Neglect may include not
giving food, clothing, shelter; failure to keep children clean; lack of supervision and withholding medical care.

Emotional: Any chronic and persistent act by an adult that endangers the mental health or emotional development of a child
including rejection, ignoring, terrorizing, corrupting, constant criticism, mean remarks, insults, and giving little or no love, guidance
and support.

Sexual: Sexual abuse is the sexual assault or sexual exploitation of children. Sexual abuse may consist of numerous acts over a
long period of time or a single incident. Children can be victimized from infancy through adolescence. Sexual abuse includes rape,
incest, sodomy, fondling, exposing oneself, oral copulation, penetration of the genital or anal openings, as well as forcing children to
view or appear in pornography.  The perpetrator keeps the child from disclosing through intimidation, threats and rewards.

DISCLOSURE
Children may disclose abuse in a variety of ways. They may come to you in private, and tell you directly and specifically what is
going on: unfortunately, this is one of the less common ways for children to disclose.  More common ways include:

Indirect hints, e.g., “My brother wouldn’t let me sleep last night,” “Mr. Jones wears funny underwear,” “Daddy doesn’t like me,” “My
babysitter keeps bothering me.” A child may talk in these terms because he/she hasn’t learned more specific vocabulary, feels too
ashamed or embarrassed to talk more directly, has promised not to tell, or for a combination of these reasons. Gently encourage the
child to be more specific, within the limits of their vocabulary, but bear in mind that in order to make a report you do not need to
know exactly what form the abuse has taken.

Disguised disclosure, “I know someone who is being touched in a bad way,” “What would happen if a girl told her mother she was
being molested but her mother didn’t believe her?” Here the child might be talking about a friend or sibling, but is just as likely to be
talking about her/himself. Encourage the child to tell you what he/she knows about the “other child,” it is probable that the child will
eventually tell you whom he/she is talking about.

Disclosure with strings attached, “I have a problem but if I tell you about it you have to promise not to tell anyone else.” Most
children are all too aware that some negative consequences will result if they break the secret of abuse; often the offender uses the
threat of these consequences to force the child to remain silent. Let the child know you want to help him/her, and that the law
requires you to make a report if the child discloses abuse; just as the abuse itself is against the law, so too it would be against the
law for you not to report. Assure the child you will respect their need for confidentiality by not discussing the abuse with anyone
other than those directly involved with the legal process, who might include the school nurse or counselor, school principal, and/or
the Child Protective Services investigator.

Suggestions for Responding to Disclosure

Find a private place to talk with the child.*
Do not panic or express shock.
Use the child’s vocabulary.
Reassure the child that it is good to tell.
Report to the proper authorities.

Express your belief that the child is telling you the truth.
Let them know that you will do your best to support them.
Reassure the child that it is not their fault.
Determine the child’s immediate need for safety.
Let the child know what you will do

If the child discloses during a lesson (activity where other children are involved), acknowledge the child’s disclosure and continue the
lesson/activity. Afterwards, find a place where you can talk with the child alone. *Remember, your role is not to investigate the
situation. It is your responsibility to report the abuse, set in motion the process of getting help for the child, and be supportive of
the child.

*Although we recognize how difficult it can be for a child to disclose abuse, the YMCA policy states that staff or
volunteers should not be alone with the child or where they cannot be observed by others during this time.

Materials taken from the Committee for Children.
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A Guide to Responding to the Abused Child

Feelings of anger, guilt, denial, confusion are normal reactions to have. The way we respond to children will affect them. The best
response is to go slowly, not to ask for too much information too quickly and to keep the focus on the child’s needs. This means that
the adult responding should not focus on revenge toward the abuser or their own guilt.  Such a response will only frighten the child.

Believe the Child: Experience in treatment and reporting indicates that children seldom make up stories about abuse. Even if the
story is false or exaggerated, there may still be serious family problems.

Be a Good Listener: Allow the child an opportunity to talk freely with you if he/she is comfortable, but also remember to respect
the child’s right to silence.

Reassure the Child: Let the child know that sharing this information with you was the right thing to do. Let the child know that you
will try to keep him/her safe and to help the family. Be honest with the child regarding your responsibility to report the incident. Do
not promise not to tell. Be careful not to make any promises about what may or may not happen.

Help Relieve the Child of Guilt: Children often believe they are to blame for the abuse. Explain that what happened was the
responsibility of the adult, or the bigger child.

Be Available to the Child: For some children, the abuse may not have been traumatic, but the subsequent intervention was. The
child may need your support and understanding during this family crisis.

Protect the Child’s Right to Privacy: You may assume the special role of advocate for the child by reminding their peers or staff
about the child’s right to privacy.

Follow-up at camp: Schools and camps are Mandated Reporting Sources. It is not our job to investigate or evaluate what needs to
be done. If a situation arises that the child reports abuse, you suspect abuse, or a child reports a questionable action you must
report it to a School representative, Storer Leadership Team or Director of Outdoor Education. They will in turn report it to the
appropriate agency.  We need to respect and protect all persons involved, so you should talk with no one else about the situation.

The ways in which adults respond to the abused child influences the level of anxiety felt by the child. Our goal is to lessen the
trauma for the child. The decision to report may pose personal and family conflicts. Regardless of the situation, failing to report
allows the problem to continue. By reporting suspected child abuse, we not only protect the child, but it may mean the difference
between a lifetime of guilt and one of healthy family relationships.

Adapted from handout developed by Child Abuse Prevention Services, Inc., Lansing, Michigan.
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Three Weeks Prior

● Make cabin assignments and send a copy to your Storer
Camps representative.

● Send Cabin Rosters to camp (include cabin leaders on roster)

● Discuss camp goals and expectations with students and
school staff

● Arrange Cabin Leader Training.
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One Week Prior

● Finalize Transportation to and from Camp

● Make Arrangements for an Emergency Vehicle to be at camp
during your stay. Most often one of the teacher drives their
car to camp

● Final meeting with school’s health provide/first aider to assure
understanding of medication management and health needs
of your students/high school cabin leaders
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Before You Leave School

● Collect Medications from Students and bring them to camp.

● Bring the Following Papers:
○ Copy of student rosters and cabin assignments
○ Any COVID Participant Waivers not already submitted
○ Map to camp

● Pack Extra Supplies (i.e. Student journals, cabin leader and/or
teacher snacks, masks, extra clothing for inclement weather
for camp)

● Complete COVID Health Screening of students, cabin leaders
& teachers. Provide this roster upon arrival to camp to your
Storer Representative.

● Take Head Count of Students

● Check Transportation Schedule for Return Trip

● Sit Back, Enjoy the Trip! See You at The YMCA Storer Camps
Outdoor School!
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Driving Instructions to YMCA STORER CAMPS
The YMCA Storer Outdoor School

★Important Note:  If you are using an online mapping service or GPS unit to navigate use this address:

6941 N. Stony Lake Rd.
Jackson, MI 49201

★If you enter YMCA Storer Camps into Google it will take you to the incorrect entrance on the south side
of the lake. Enter the above address.

FROM TOLEDO, OHIO AND POINTS SOUTH:

● Take U.S. 23 North into Michigan.
● Exit at Dundee (exit # 17).
● Turn left, taking M-50 going west.
● Drive 40-45 minutes through several small towns, passing Brooklyn to Napoleon. Just as you enter Napoleon,

across from the BP gas station, turn left onto Stony Lake Rd. If you reach the Mobile gas station in Napoleon,
you have gone too far.

● Go ¼ mile, until Stony Lake Road divides into North Stony Lake Road and South Stony Lake Road.

Once on Stony Lake Road, after ¼ mile, Stony Lake Road divides into North Stony Lake and South Stony Lake Rd.
Stay right on North Stony Lake Rd and drive approximately 2 miles. You will see the North Center entrance on your
left.

FROM ANN ARBOR/DETROIT AND POINTS EAST:

● Go West on Interstate 94 to exit # 157, Pierce Rd/Old US-12.
● Turn left and proceed West on Old US-12 (which eventually turns into E. Michigan Ave).
● As you near the town of Grass Lake, turn left on Norvell Rd. You will see a car dealership and bank near this

intersection.  Go approximately 6 miles.
● Turn right onto Sharon Valley Road at the 4-way stop.
● Turn right onto Austin Road.
● After about one mile, you will come to a stop sign in Napoleon, MI. Turn left, go ½ block to a BP gas station

on your left, and turn right onto Stony Lake Road.
● Go ¼ mile, until Stony Lake Road divides into North Stony Lake Road and South Stony Lake Road.

Once on Stony Lake Road, after ¼ mile, Stony Lake Road divides into North Stony Lake and South Stony Lake Rd.
Stay right on North Stony Lake Rd and drive approximately two miles. You will see the North Center entrance on your
left.

FROM LANSING, BATTLE CREEK, AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST:

● From Lansing, take U.S. 127 South to Interstate 94, then turn East and take exit # 142 (South on Route 127).
● From Battle Creek, continue Eastbound on Interstate 94 and take exit # 142 (South on Route 127).
● Exit onto Highway M-50 and head East (toward Monroe).
● Continue East on M-50 about five miles to Benton Road. Turn right onto Benton Road and travel about two

miles to the first stop sign. This is North Stony Lake Road. Turn left here, and look for the North Center
entrance on your right

If you have any difficulties finding camp, please call us M-F (8 am- 5pm) at (517) 536-8607.
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Map: Aerial View of Highways
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Map: Aerial View of Local Area
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North Center Map
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Storer Curriculum and Michigan and Ohio Content Standards

As with classroom instruction, it is essential to align outdoor education curriculum with current state
standards and grade-level benchmarks.

The Storer Camps Outdoor School has aligned its curriculum with both Ohio and Michigan standards for
grades three through seven across the content areas. Our latest curriculum alignment took place during
the Summer of 2019, and all courses are currently aligned with the following sets of standards:

Michigan Academic Standards Alignment

● Michigan K-12 Science Standards (Next Generation Science Standards)
● Michigan’s newly-approved Social Studies Standards (approved by the MDE in June of 2019)
● Michigan’s Social-Emotional Competencies and Indicators

Ohio Learning Standards Alignment

● Ohio’s Learning Standards for Science (revised by the ODE in 2018)
● Ohio’s Learning Standards for Science (revised by the ODE in 2018)
● Ohio’s Social-Emotional Learning Standards (adopted by the ODE in June of 2019)

In reviewing this year’s alignment, it is evident that some classes fulfill benchmarks that carry across two
or more grade levels. These benchmarks are listed beside one another to signify this continuation. In the
case of some classes, especially those focused on adventure education and team-building, a variety of
subject areas may be addressed during the course of a single class.

Additionally, the Storer Outdoor School has embraced both Michigan and Ohio’s newly-adopted
Social-Emotional learning standards and indicators. These competencies and standards highlight the
areas of personal growth that students may experience while participating in certain classes, especially
those rooted in adventure education. These opportunities for growth help build students’ confidence,
sense of belonging, and emotional well-being while fulfilling the Y’s mission to build healthy minds, spirits,
and bodies.
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APPENDIX A: Michigan Academic Standards Alignment

Science Curriculum

Storer Curriculum Michigan (NGSS) Standard Covered

Birds of a Feather NGSS DCI LS1.A: Structure and Function

NGSS DCI LS1.B: Growth & Development of Organisms

NGSS DCI LS2.A: Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

NGSS DCI LS3.B: Variation of Traits

NGSS DCI LS4.B: Natural Selection

NGSS DCI LS4.C: Adaptation

Performance Expectations

3-LS3-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence that plants and animals have traits
inherited from parents/guardians and that variation of these traits exists in a group of similar
organisms.

3-LS3-2: Use evidence to support the explanation that traits can be influenced by the
environment.

3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among
individuals of the same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and
reproducing.

4-LS1-1: Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external structures
that function to support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.

4-LS1-2: Use a model to describe that animals receive different types of information through their
senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to the information in different ways.

Ecosystems NGSS DCI ESS2.E: Biogeology

NGSS DCI LS1.C: Organization of Matter and Energy Flow in Organisms

NGSS DCI LS2.A: Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

NGSS DCI LS2.B: Cycles of Matter and Energy Transfer in Ecosystems

NGSS DCI LS2.C: Ecosystem Dynamics, Functioning, and Resilience

Performance Expectations

5-LS2-1: Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals,
decomposers, and the environment.

MS-LS2-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource availability
on organisms and populations of organisms in an ecosystem.

MS-LS2-4: Construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes to physical or
biological components of an ecosystem affect populations.
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Egg Drop NGSS DCI PS2.A: Forces and Motion

NGSS DCI PS2.B: Types of Interactions

NGSS DCI PS3.A: Definitions of Energy

NGSS DCI PS3.B: Conservation of Energy and Energy Transfer

NGSS DCI PS3.C: Relationship Between Energy and Forces

Performance Expectations

3-5-ETS1-1 Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes specified
criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or cost.

3-5-ETS1-2 Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how well
each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.

4-PS3-3 Ask questions and predict outcomes about the changes in energy that occur when
objects collide.

MS-PS3-5 Construct, use, and present arguments to support the claim that when the kinetic
energy of an object changes, energy is transferred to or from the object.

Energy Extravaganza NGSS DCI PS3.A: Definitions of Energy

NGSS DCI PS3.B: Conservation of Energy and Energy Transfer

NGSS DCI PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life

NGSS DCI ESS3.A: Natural Resources

NGSS DCI ESS3.C: Human Impacts on Earth Systems

NGSS DCI ESS3.D: Global Climate Change

Performance Expectations

4-PS3-2 Make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from place to
place by sound, light, heat, and electric currents.

4-PS3-4 Apply scientific ideas to design, test, and refine a device that converts energy from one
form to another. *

4-ESS3-1 Obtain and combine information to describe that energy and fuels are
derived from natural resources and their uses affect the environment.

3-5-ETS1-3 Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points are
considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype that can be improved.

5-PS3-1 Use models to describe that energy in animals’ food (used for body repair, growth,
motion, and to maintain body warmth) was once energy from the sun.

MS-ESS3-5 Ask questions to clarify evidence of the factors that have caused the rise in global
temperatures over the past century.

MS-ESS3-4 Construct an argument supported by evidence for how increases in human population
and per-capita consumption of natural resources impact Earth’s systems.
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Food for Thought NGSS DCI PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life

NGSS DCI ESS2.E: Biogeology

NGSS DCI ESS3.A: Natural Resources

NGSS DCI ESS3.C: Human Impacts on Earth Systems

NGSS DCI ESS3.D: Global Climate Change

Performance Expectations:

5-PS3-1 Energy: Use models to describe that energy in animals food (used for body repair,
growth, motion, and to maintain body warmth) was once energy from the sun.

5-ESS3-1 Earth and Human Activity: Obtain and combine information about ways individual
communities use science ideas to protect the Earth’s resources and environment.

MS-ESS3-3 Earth and Human Activity: Apply scientific principles to design a method for
monitoring and minimizing a human impact on the environment.

In Cold Blood NGSS DCI LS1.A: Structure and Function

NGSS DCI LS1.D: Information Processing

NGSS DCI LS3.B: Variation of Traits

NGSS DCI LS4.B: Natural Selection

NGSS DCI LS4.C: Adaptation

Performance Expectations

3-LS4-3: Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can
survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.

3-LS4-4: Make a claim about the merits of a solution to a problem caused when the environment
changes and the types of plants and animals that live there may change.

3-LS3-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence that plants and animals have traits
inherited from parents/guardians and that variation of these traits exists in a group of similar
organisms.

3-LS3-2: Use evidence to support the explanation that traits can be influenced by the
environment.

3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among
individuals of the same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and
reproducing.

4-LS1-1: Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external
structures that

4-LS1-2: Use a model to describe that animals receive different types of information
through their senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to
the information in different ways.
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Lunar Learnings NGSS DCI ESSI.B: Earth and the Solar System

Performance Expectations

MS-ESS1-1: Develop and use a model of the Earth-sun-moon system to describe the cyclic
patterns of lunar phases, eclipses of the sun and moon, and seasons.

Mammalian Mayhem NGSS DCI LS1.A: Structure and Function

NGSS DCI LS3.B: Variation of Traits

NGSS DCI LS4.B: Natural Selection

NGSS DCI LS4.C: Adaptation

Performance Expectations

3-LS3-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence that plants and animals have traits
inherited from parents/guardians and that variation of these traits exists in a group of similar
organisms.

3-LS3-2: Use evidence to support the explanation that traits can be influenced by the
environment.

3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among
individuals of the same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and
reproducing.

4-LS1-1: Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external structures
that function to support survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.

4-LS1-2: Use a model to describe that animals receive different types of information through their
senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to the information in different ways.

Microscopic Ponderings NGSS DCI LS1.A: Structure and Function

NGSS DCI LS1.D: Information Processing

NGSS DCI LS2.A: Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

NGSS DCI LS3.B: Variation of Traits

NGSS DCI LS4.B: Natural Selection

NGSS DCI LS4.C: Adaptation

Performance Expectations

3-LS3-2: Use evidence to support the explanation that traits can be influenced by the
environment.

4-LS1-1: Construct an argument that plants and animals have internal and external structures
that function to support survival, growth, behavior, and
reproduction.

MS-LS2-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource availability
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on organisms and populations of organisms in an ecosystem.

MS-LS2-4: Construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes to physical or
biological components of an ecosystem affect populations.

Nature Explorers NGSS DCI ESS2.E: Biogeology

NGSS DCI ESS3.A: Natural Resources

NGSS DCI LS2.A: Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

NGSS DCI LS2.C: Ecosystem Dynamics, Functioning, and Resilience

NGSS DCI LS4.D: Biodiversity and Humans

Performance Expectations

2-LS4-1 Make observations of plants and animals to compare the diversity of life in different
habitats.

3-LS4-3 Construct an argument with evidence that in a particular habitat some organisms can
survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive at all.

MS-LS1-8 Gather and synthesize information that sensory receptors respond to stimuli by sending
messages to the brain for immediate behavior or storage as memories

MS-LS2-1 Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource availability on
organisms and populations of organisms in an ecosystem.

Predator/Prey NGSS DCI LS1.C: Organization of Matter and Energy Flow in Organisms

NGSS DCI LS2.A: Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

NGSS DCI LS2.B: Cycles of Matter and Energy Transfer in Ecosystems

NGSS DCI LS2.C: Ecosystem Dynamics, Functioning, and Resilience

Performance Expectations

3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how the variations in characteristics among
individuals of the same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding mates, and
reproducing.

4-LS1-2: Use a model to describe that animals receive different types of information through their
senses, process the information in their brain, and respond to the information in different ways.

5-PS3-1: Use models to describe that energy in animals’ food (used for body repair, growth,
motion, and to maintain body warmth) was once energy from the sun.

5-LS2-1: Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals,
decomposers, and the environment.

5-ESS3-1: Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities use science ideas
to protect the Earth’s resources and environment.

MS-LS2-1: Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource availability
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on organisms and populations of organisms in an ecosystem.

MS-LS2-4: Construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes to physical or
biological components of an ecosystem affect populations.

Power of Water NGSS DCI ESS2.C: The Roles of Water in Earth’s Surface Processes

NGSS DCI ESS2.D: Weather and Climate

NGSS DCI ESS3.B: Natural Hazards

NGSS DCI ESS3.C: Human Impacts on Earth Systems

NGSS DCI ESS3.D: Global Climate Change

Performance Expectations

3-ESS3-1 Make a claim about the merits of a design solution that reduces the impacts of a
weather-related hazards.

3-5-ETS1-2 Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how well
each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.

4-ESS2-1 Make observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of the effects of
weathering or the rate of erosion by water, ice, wind, or vegetation*

4-ESS3-2 Generate and compare multiple solutions to reduce the impacts of natural Earth
processes on humans.

Star Lab NGSS DCI ESS1.A: The Universe and its Stars

NGSS DCI ESS1.B: Earth and the Solar System

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.3.2: Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse
cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed through
key details in text

Performance Expectations

-ESS1-1 Support an argument that differences in the apparent brightness of the sun compared to
other stars is due to their relative distances from Earth.

Solar Solutions NGSS DCI PS3.A: Definitions of Energy

NGSS DCI PS3.B: Conservation of Energy and Energy Transfer

NGSS DCI PS3.D: Energy in Chemical Processes and Everyday Life

NGSS DCI ESS3.A: Natural Resources

NGSS DCI ESS3.C: Human Impacts on Earth Systems

NGSS DCI LS1.C: Organization for Matter and Energy Flow in Organisms
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Performance Expectations

4-PS3-2 Make observations to provide evidence that energy can be transferred from place to
place by sound, light, heat, and electric currents.

4-ESS3-1 Obtain and combine information to describe that energy and fuels are
derived from natural resources and their uses affect the environment.

5-PS3-1 Use models to describe that energy in animals’ food (used for body repair, growth,
motion, and to maintain body warmth) was once energy from the sun.

MS-ESS3-5 Ask questions to clarify evidence of the factors that have caused the rise in global
temperatures over the past century.

Cultural History Curriculum

Storer Curriculum Michigan Standards Covered

Little Class on the Prairie 3-H3.0.7: Construct a historical narrative about daily life in the early settlements of Michigan
(pre-settlement)

3-H3.0.8: Use stories to describe how ideas or actions of individuals affected the history of
Michigan (pre-statehood)

3-G5.0.1: Describe how people are a part of, adapt to, use, and modify the physical environment
of Michigan

6-G4.1.4: Explain how culture influences the daily lives of people

The Lorax 6-G5.1.1: Describe examples of how humans have impacted and are continuing to impact the
environment in different places as a consequence of population size, resource use, level of
consumption, and technology

6-G5.1.2: Explain how different technologies can have positive and negative impacts on the
environment

6-G5.1.3: Analyze ways in which human-induced changes in the physical environment can cause
changes in other places

6-G5.2.1: Analyze the effects that a change in the physical environment could have on human
activities and the actions people would be required to make (or would choose to make) in
response to the change

Michigan Country 3-H3.0.7: Construct a historical narrative about daily life in the early settlements of Michigan
(pre-settlement)

3-H3.0.8: Use stories to describe how ideas or actions of individuals affected the history of
Michigan (pre-statehood)

3-G5.0.1: Describe how people are a part of, adapt to, use, and modify the physical environment
of Michigan
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3-E1.0.1: Using a Michigan example, explain how scarcity, choice, and opportunity cost affect
what is produced and consumed  7-G5.1.3

Mona Manor 3-G5.0.1: Describe how people are a part of, adapt to, use, and modify the physical environment
of Michigan

3-C5.0.1: Identify and explain the rights and responsibilities of citizenship

4-H3.0.7: Describe past and current threats to Michigan’s natural resources and describe how
state government, tribal and local governments, schools, organizations and individuals worked in
the past and continue to work today to protect its natural resources

6-G4.3.1: Explain how people have modified the environment and used technology to make
places more suitable for humans, as well as how modifications sometimes have
negative/unintended consequences

6-G5.1.3: Analyze ways in which human-induced changes in the physical environment can cause
changes in other places

6-G5.2.1: Analyze the effects that a change in the physical environment could have on human
activities and the actions people would be required to make (or would choose to make) in
response to the change

Native American Life 3-H3.0.4: Draw upon traditional stories and/or teachings of Indigenous Peoples who lived and
continue to live in Michigan in order to better understand their beliefs and histories

3-H3.0.5: Use informational text and visual data to compare how Indigenous Peoples and
non-Indigenous Peoples in the early history of Michigan interacted with, adapted to, use, and/or
modified environments

3-H3.0.8: Use stories to describe how the ideas or actions of individuals affected the history of
Michigan (pre-statehood)

3-G5.0.1: Describe how people are a part of, adapt to, use, and modify the physical environment
of Michigan

5-U1.1.2: Compare how Indigenous Peoples in the Eastern Woodland region adapted to or
modified the environment

5-U1.1.3: Describe Eastern Woodland life with respect to governmental and family structures,
trade, and their relationship to the land

6-G4.1.4: Explain how culture influences the daily lives of people

Pioneer Pastimes 3-H3.0.7: Construct a historical narrative about daily life in the early settlements of Michigan
(pre-settlement)

Rafa Rafa 6-G4.4.1: Identify factors that contribute to cooperation and conflict between and among cultural
groups (control/use of natural resources, power, wealth, and cultural diversity)

6-G4.4.2: Evaluated examples of cooperation and conflict within the region under study from
different perspectives
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7-G4.4.1: Identify factors that contribute to conflict and cooperation between and among cultural
groups

7-G4.4.2: Describe examples of cooperation and conflict in the era being studied

Treaty of 1821 3-H3.0.4: Draw upon traditional stories and/or teachings of Indigenous Peoples who lived and
continue to live in Michigan in order to better understand their beliefs and histories

3-H3.0.5: Use informational text and visual data to compare how Indigenous Peoples and
non-Indigenous Peoples in the early history of Michigan interacted with, adapted to, use, and/or
modified environments

3-H3.0.6: Use a variety of sources to describe interactions that occurred between Indigenous
Peoples and the first European explorers and settlers in Michigan

3-H3.0.8: Use stories to describe how the ideas or actions of individuals affected the history of
Michigan (pre-statehood)

3-G5.0.1: Describe how people are a part of, adapt to, use, and modify the physical environment
of Michigan

5-U1.4.1: Describe the convergence of Europeans, Indigenous Peoples, and Africans in the
Americas after 1492 from the perspective of these three groups

5-U1.4.2: Use primary and secondary sources to compare Europeans, Africans, and Indigenous
Peoples who converged in the Western Hemisphere after 1492 with respect to governmental
structure, and views on property ownership and land use

6-G4.1.4: Explain how culture influences the daily lives of people

6-G4.4.1: Identify factors that contribute to cooperation and conflict between and among cultural
groups (control/use of natural resources, power, wealth, and cultural diversity)

6-G4.4.2: Evaluated examples of cooperation and conflict within the region under study from
different perspectives

7-H1.2.4

7-G4.4.2

Adventure Education Curriculum

Storer Curriculum Subject Area & SEL Skills Standards

Around the Lake Hike Science 2-LS4-1 Make observations of plants and animals to compare
the diversity of life in different habitats.

5-LS2-1: Develop a model to describe the movement of
matter among plants, animals, decomposers, and the
environment.

4-LS1-1: Construct an argument that plants and animals
have internal and external structures that function to support
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.
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4-LS1-2: Use a model to describe that animals receive
different types of information through their senses, process
the information in their brain, and respond to the information
in different ways.

Michigan Social-Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

5A. Uses personal, ethical, safety, and cultural factors in
making decisions

Beyond Broomball Science 4-PS3-1: Use evidence to construct an explanation relating
the speed of an object to the energy of that object

4-PS3-3: Ask questions and predict outcomes about the
changes in energy that occur when objects collide

5-PS2-1: Support an argument that the gravitational force
exerted by Earth on objects is directed down

Michigan Social-Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

4A. Use positive communication and social skills to interact
effectively with others

4C. Demonstrate an ability to prevent, manage, and resolve
interpersonal conflicts in helpful ways

Canoeing Michigan Social-Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

5A. Uses personal, ethical, safety, and cultural factors in
making decisions

4A. Use positive communication and social skills to interact
effectively with others

Firequest Science 3.PS.3: Heat, electrical energy, light, sound and magnetic
energy are forms of energy

Michigan Social-Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

5A. Uses personal, ethical, safety, and cultural factors in
making decisions

4A. Use positive communication and social skills to interact
effectively with others

Gone Fishin’ Science 3-LS3-2: Use evidence to support the explanation that traits
can be influenced by the environment.

3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how
the variations in characteristics among individuals of the
same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding
mates, and reproducing.

Michigan Social-Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

5A. Uses personal, ethical, safety, and cultural factors in
making decisions

4A. Use positive communication and social skills to interact
effectively with others

Horse Sense Science 3-LS3-2: Use evidence to support the explanation that traits
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can be influenced by the environment.

3-LS4-2: Use evidence to construct an explanation for how
the variations in characteristics among individuals of the
same species may provide advantages in surviving, finding
mates, and reproducing.

4-LS1-1: Construct an argument that plants and animals
have internal and external structures that function to support
survival, growth, behavior, and reproduction.

4-LS1-2: Use a model to describe that animals receive
different types of information through their senses, process
the information in their brain, and respond to the information
in different ways.

Michigan Social Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

5A. Uses personal, ethical, safety, and cultural factors in
making decisions

The Beast Michigan Social-Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

1C. Demonstrate an awareness of their 4A. Use positive
communication and social skills to interact effectively with
others external supports

4C. Demonstrate an ability to prevent, manage, and resolve
interpersonal conflicts in helpful ways

5B. Develop, implement, and model effective decision-making
skills to deal responsibly with social situations

Orienteering Social Studies 3-G1.0.1: Use cardinal directions (north, south, east, west)
to describe the relative locations of significant places in the
immediate environment

4-G1.0.2: Identify and describe characteristics and purposes
of a variety of technological geographic tools

Science 3.PS.3: Heat, electrical energy, light, sound and magnetic
energy are forms of energy

MS-PS2-3: Ask questions about data to determine the factors
that affect the strength of magnetic forces

Michigan Social-Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

4A. Use positive communication and social skills to interact
effectively with others

Total Team

Incredible Journey

Michigan Social-Emotional
Competencies and Indicators

1A. Demonstrate an awareness of their emotions

1B. Demonstrate an awareness of their personal traits,
including strengths and interests

1C. Demonstrate awareness of their external supports

3A. Demonstrate an awareness of other people’s emotions
and perspectives
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Team Challenge Course

Tower

3D. Can read social cues and respond constructively

4A. Use positive communication and social skills to interact
effectively with others

4C. Develop an ability to prevent, manage, and resolve
interpersonal conflicts in helpful ways

5A. Uses personal, ethical, safety and cultural factors in
making decisions

5B. Develop, implement, and model effective decision-making
skills to deal responsibly with social situations

APPENDIX B: Ohio Learning Standards Alignment

Science Curriculum

Storer Curriculum Ohio Learning Standards Covered

Birds of a Feather 3.LS.2: Individuals of the same kind of organism differ in their inherited traits.  These differences
give some individuals an advantage in surviving and/or reproducing

4.LS.1: Changes in an organism’s environment are sometimes beneficial to its survival and
sometimes harmful

5.LS.1: Organisms perform a variety of roles in an ecosystem

Ecosystems 4.LS.1: Changes in an organism’s environment are sometimes beneficial to its survival and
sometimes harmful

5.LS.1: Organisms perform a variety of roles in an ecosystem

5.LS.2: All of the processes that take place within organisms require energy

7.LS.1: Energy flows and matter is transferred continuously from one organism to another and
between organisms and their physical environments

7.LS.2: In any particular biome, the number, growth and survival of organisms and populations
depend on biotic and abiotic factors

Egg Drop 5.PS.1: The amount of change in movement of an object is based on the mass of the object and
the amount of force exerted

6.PS3: There are two categories of energy: Kinetic and potential

6.PS.4: An object’s motion can be described by its speed and the direction in which it is moving
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Energy Extravaganza 3.ESS.2: Earth’s resources can be used for energy

3.ESS.3: Some of Earth’s resources are limited

3.PS.3: Heat, electrical energy, light, sound and magnetic energy are forms of energy

4.PS.2: Energy can be transferred from one location to another or can be transformed from one
form to another

Food for Thought 3.ESS.2: Earth’s resources can be used for energy

3.ESS.3: Some of Earth’s resources are limited

4.PS.2: Energy can be transferred from one form to another

In Cold Blood 3.LS.2: Individuals of the same kind of organism differ in their inherited traits.  These differences
give some individuals an advantage in surviving and/or reproducing

3.LS.3: Plants and animals have life cycles that are part of their adaptations for survival in their
natural environments

NGSS DCI LS1.D: Information Processing

4.LS.1: Changes in an organism’s environment are sometimes beneficial to its survival and
sometimes harmful

Lunar Learnings 7.ESS.4: The relative patterns of motion and positions of the Earth, moon, and sun causes solar
and lunar eclipses, tides, and phases of the moon

Mammalian Mayhem 3.LS.2: Individuals of the same kind of organism differ in their inherited traits.  These differences
give some individuals an advantage in surviving and/or reproducing

3.LS.3: Plants and animals have life cycles that are part of their adaptations for survival in their
natural environments NGSS DCI LS1.D: Information Processing

4.LS.1: Changes in an organism’s environment are sometimes beneficial to its survival and
sometimes harmful

Microscopic Ponderings 3.LS.2: Individuals of the same kind of organism differ in their inherited traits.  These difference
give some individuals an advantage in surviving and/or reproducing

3.LS.3: Plants and animals have life cycles that are part of their adaptations for survival in their
natural environments

4.LS.1: Changes in an organism’s environment are sometimes beneficial to its survival and
sometimes harmful
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5.LS.1: Organisms perform a variety of roles in an ecosystem

7.LS.2: In any particular biome, the number, growth and survival of organisms and populations
depend on biotic and abiotic factors

Nature Explorers 3.LS.2: Individuals of the same kind of organism differ in their inherited traits.  These difference
give some individuals an advantage in surviving and/or reproducing

5.LS.1: Organisms perform a variety of roles in an ecosystem

Predator/Prey 4.LS.1: Changes in an organism’s environment are sometimes beneficial to its survival and
sometimes harmful

5.LS.1: Organisms perform a variety of roles in an ecosystem

5.LS.2: All of the processes that take place within organisms require energy

7.LS.1: Energy flows and matter is transferred continuously from one organism to another and
between organisms and their physical environments

7.LS.2: In any particular biome, the number, growth and survival of organisms and populations
depend on biotic and abiotic factors

Power of Water 3.ESS.1: Earth’s nonliving resources have specific properties

4.ESS.1: Earth’s surface has specific characteristics and landforms that can be identified

4.ESS.2: The surface of the Earth changes due to weathering

4.ESS.3: The surface of the Earth changes due to erosion and deposition

6.ESS.4: Soil is unconsolidated material that contains nutrient matter and weathered rock

Star Lab 5.ESS.1: The solar system includes the sun and all celestial bodies that orbit the sun.  Each
planet in the solar system has unique characteristics

5.ESS.2: The sun is one of many stars that exist in the universe

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.3.2: Recount stories, including fables, folktales, and myths from diverse
cultures; determine the central message, lesson, or moral and explain how it is conveyed
through key details in text

Solar Solutions 3.ESS.2: Earth’s resources can be used for energy

3.ESS.3: Some of Earth’s resources are limited

3.PS.3: Heat, electrical energy, light, sound and magnetic energy are forms of energy

4.PS.2: Energy can be transferred from one form to another
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Cultural History Curriculum

Storer Curriculum Ohio Learning Standards Covered

Little Class on the Prairie Grade 3 History, Content Statement 3: Local communities change over time

Grade 4 History, Content Statement 3: Various groups of people have lived in Ohio over time
including American Indians, migrating settlers, and immigrants. Interactions among these groups
have resulted in cooperation, conflict, and compromise.

Grade 4 Geography, Content Statement 12: People have modified the environment throughout
history resulting in both positive and negative consequences in Ohio and the United States

The Lorax Grade 3 Geography, Content Statement 6: Evidence of positive and negative human modification
of the environment can be observed in the local community

Grade 3 Economics, Content Statement 15: Both positive and negative incentives affect
individuals’ choices and behaviors

Grade 3 Economics, Content Statement 16: Individuals must make decisions because of the
scarcity of resources.  Making a decision involves a trade-off

Grade 4 Geography, Content Statement 12: People have modified the environment throughout
history resulting in both positive and negative consequences in Ohio and the United States

Michigan Country Grade 4 History, Content Statement 3: Various groups of people have lived in Ohio over time
including American Indians, migrating settlers, and immigrants. Interactions among these groups
have resulted in cooperation, conflict, and compromise.

Grade 4 Geography, Content Statement 12: People have modified the environment throughout
history resulting in both positive and negative consequences in Ohio and the United States

Mona Manor Grade 3 Geography, Content Statement 6: Evidence of positive and negative human modification
of the environment can be observed in the local community

Grade 3 Government, Content Statement 9: Members of local communities have rights and
responsibilities

Grade 3 Government, Content Statement 10: Individuals make the community a better place by
taking action to solve problems in a way that promotes the common good

Grade 4 Geography, Content Statement 12: People have modified the environment throughout
history resulting in both positive and negative consequences in Ohio and the United States

Grade 4 Government, Content Statement 16: Civic participation in a democratic society requires
individuals to make informed and reasoned decisions by accessing, evaluating, and using
information effectively to engage in compromise

Native American Life Grade 4 History, Content Statement 3: Various groups of people have lived in Ohio over time
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including American Indians, migrating settlers, and immigrants. Interactions among these groups
have resulted in cooperation, conflict, and compromise.

Grade 5 History, Content Statement 2: Early Indian civilizations existed in the Western
Hemisphere prior to the arrival of Europeans.  These civilizations had developed unique
governments, social structures, religions, technologies, and agricultural practices

Grade 5 Geography, Content Statement 8: American Indians developed unique cultures with
many different ways of life.  American Indian tribes and nations can be classified into cultural
groups based on geographic and cultural similarities

Grade 6 Government, Content Statement 9: Different perspectives on a topic can be obtained
from a variety of historic and contemporary sources and used to effectively communicate and
defend a claim based on evidence. Sources should be examined for accuracy and credibility

Pioneer Pastimes Grade 4 History, Content Statement 3: Various groups of people have lived in Ohio over time
including American Indians, migrating settlers, and immigrants. Interactions among these groups
have resulted in cooperation, conflict, and compromise.

Rafa Rafa Grade 3 Geography, Content Statement 8: Communities may include diverse cultural groups

Social Emotional Learning Standards, C2.1.b: Discuss positive and negative opinions people may
have about other people or groups, even if they aren’t always true

Social Emotional Learning Standards, C3.2.b: Participate in cross-cultural activities and
acknowledge that individual and group difference might compliment one another

Treaty of 1821 Grade 3 Economics, Content Statement 16: Individuals must make decisions because of the
scarcity of resources.  Making a decision involves a trade-off

Grade 4 History, Content Statement 3: Various groups of people have lived in Ohio over time
including American Indians, migrating settlers, and immigrants. Interactions among these groups
have resulted in cooperation, conflict, and compromise.

Grade 4 Geography, Content Statement 12: People have modified the environment throughout
history resulting in both positive and negative consequences in Ohio and the United States

Grade 4 Government, Content Statement 16: Civic participation in a democratic society requires
individuals to make informed and reasoned decisions by accessing, evaluating, and using
information effectively to engage in compromise

Grade 5 History, Content Statement 2: Early Indian civilizations existed in the Western
Hemisphere prior to the arrival of Europeans.  These civilizations had developed unique
governments, social structures, religions, technologies, and agricultural practices

Adventure Education Curriculum

Storer Curriculum Subject Area & SEL Skills Standards

Around the Lake Hike Science 3.LS.2: Individuals of the same kind of organism differ in their
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inherited traits.  These differences give some individuals an
advantage in surviving and/or reproducing

5.LS.1: Organisms perform a variety of roles in an ecosystem

Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

A4.2.b: Demonstrate confidence in the ability to complete a
range of tasks and address challenges while expressing
positive attitudes towards self

D1.1.b: Apply active listening and effective communication
skills to increase cooperation and relationships

E3.2.b: Demonstrate safe practices to guide action

E4.1.b: Explore new opportunities to expand one’s knowledge
and experiences

Beyond Broomball Science 5.PS.1: The amount of change in movement of an object is
based on the mass of the object and the amount of force
exerted

6.PS3: There are two categories of energy: Kinetic and
potential

6.PS.4: An object’s motion can be described by its speed and
the direction in which it is moving

Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

E3.2.b: Demonstrate safe practices to guide actions

E4.1.b: Explore new opportunities to expand one’s knowledge
and experiences

Canoeing Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

D1.1.b: Apply active listening and effective communication
skills to increase cooperation and relationships

E3.2.b: Demonstrate safe practices to guide actions

E4.1.b: Explore new opportunities to expand one’s knowledge
and experiences

Firequest Science 3.PS.3: Heat, electrical energy, light, sound and magnetic
energy are forms of energy

4.PS.2: Energy can be transferred from one form to another

Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

D1.1.b: Apply active listening and effective communication
skills to increase cooperation and relationships

E3.2.b: Demonstrate safe practices to guide actions

Gone Fishin’ Science 3.LS.2: Individuals of the same kind of organism differ in their
inherited traits.  These differences give some individuals an
advantage in surviving and/or reproducing
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3.LS.3: Plants and animals have life cycles that are part of
their adaptations for survival in their natural environments

Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

D1.1.b: Apply active listening and effective communication
skills to increase cooperation and relationships

E3.2.b: Demonstrate safe practices to guide actions

Horse Sense Science 3.LS.2: Individuals of the same kind of organism differ in their
inherited traits.  These differences give some individuals an
advantage in surviving and/or reproducing

3.LS.3: Plants and animals have life cycles that are part of
their adaptations for survival in their natural environments

Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

D1.1.b: Apply active listening and effective communication
skills to increase cooperation and relationships

E3.2.b: Demonstrate safe practices to guide action

The Beast Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

A3.2.b: Seek help and acknowledge constructive feedback
from others that addresses challenges and builds on strengths

A4.2.b: Demonstrate confidence in a range of tasks and
address challenges while expressing positive attitudes towards
self

B3.2.b: Identify the cause of a challenge or setback and with
assistance, develop a plan of action

C1.2.b: Identify and acknowledge others’ viewpoints, knowing
that both sides do not have to agree but can still be respectful

Orienteering Social Studies Grade 4 Geography, Content Statement 9: Cardinal and
intermediate directions can be used to describe the relative
location of physical and human characteristics of Ohio and the
United States

Grade 5 & 6 Geography, Content Statement 4/3: Geographic
tools can be used to gather, process, and report information
about people, places and environments

Science 3.PS.3: Magnetic energy is a form of energy

Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

D1.1.b: Apply active listening and effective communication
skills to increase cooperation and relationships

E3.2.b: Demonstrate safe practices to guide action

E4.1.b: Explore new opportunities to expand one’s knowledge
and experiences
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Total Team

Incredible Journey

Team Challenge Course

Tower

Ohio Social and Emotional
Learning Standards

A3.3.b: Utilize strategies that support safe practices for self
and others

A4.1.b: Identify and describe how personal choices and
behavior impacts self and others

A4.2.b: Demonstrate confidence in a range of tasks and
address challenges while expressing positive attitudes towards
self

B2.3.b: Plan steps needed to reach a short-term goal

B2.4.b: Identify alternative strategies with guidance towards a
specified goal

B3.1.b: Identify strategies for persevering through challenges
and setbacks

B3.2.b: Identify the cause of a challenge or setback and with
assistance, develop a plan of action

C1.2.b: Identify and acknowledge others’ viewpoints, knowing
that both sides do not have to agree but can still be respectful

D1.1.b: Apply active listening and effective communication
skills to increase cooperation and relationships

D1.2.b: Demonstrate the ability to give and receive feedback
in a respectful way

D2.1.b: Identify what creates a feeling of belonging in various
relationships

E1.1.b: Generate possible solutions or responses to a problem
or needed decision recognizing that there may be more than
one perspective

E1.2a: Implement strategies to solve a problem
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APPENDIX C: Curriculum Abstracts

The following abstracts include, in this order: the name of the class, the objectives and a brief paragraph outlining the basis of the
class, skills that can be developed and a list of compatible classes. Throughout the curriculum abstracts you will find the following
symbols signifying which Michigan Common Core State Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and Ohio Learning Standards
are covered by classes offered in the OEE program.  For details regarding the specific standards covered, see pages 72-91.

Michigan:  = English Language Arts = Mathematics 🏵 = Science 🏳 = Social Studies

Ohio:  = English Language Arts = Mathematics  = Science = Social Studies

NATURAL SCIENCE

A TASTE OF NATURE 🏵� 1 or 2 hours Grades 3-7

Students will:

● Taste wild edible plants that they collect during class.
● Discuss and identify wild edible pros and cons throughout history.
● Classify and identify certain wild plants on camp that are edible based upon observable characteristics.
● Discuss wild edibles as an undomesticated, natural food source that has a high vitamin content.
● Identify safety guidelines for gathering and eating wild plants.

Students will explore the importance of wild edible plants to Native Americans that lived in this area. They will discuss medicinal,
craft and dietary benefits of certain plants found on camp. This class aims to develop students’ abilities to use good judgment about
our actions and how they can affect nature beneficially or adversely. Students will also get the chance to taste various wild edible
plants.  If taken as a 2-hour class, the second hour will be cooking dishes such as dandelion fritters or sassafras tea.
Setting:  Outdoor: Fall, Spring

BIRDS OF A FEATHER 🏵� 1 hour Grades 3-7

Students will:

● Define Adaptation.
● List bird characteristics.
● List adaptations that birds have.
● Visit our bird blind or bird feeding station to do some bird identification and viewing.

Through the use of activities and discussion students will learn the characteristics and adaptations of birds. Students will play
different role playing activities designed to teach about adaptation. This class is compatible with any of our natural science classes.
Students will view and identify birds at our bird blind or bird feeding station.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor: Best in Winter

ECOSYSTEMS 🏵�� 1 hour Grades 4-7

Students will:

● Identify and define producer, primary consumer, secondary consumer, and decomposer as roles of organisms in the
movement of energy through an ecosystem

● Trace the transmission of energy in an ecosystem in terms of a food chain
● Identify organisms as part of a food chain or web and demonstrate their feeding relationships within the web
● Distinguish between the roles of predator and prey in the energy movement in an ecosystem
● Describe how all organisms in an ecosystem acquire energy directly or indirectly from sunlight
● Explain the positive and negative impacts of human activity on the food webs of the earth

Ecological concepts such as food webs, predator and prey, communities and ecosystems are explored in this interactive class.
Students may role-play a variety of organisms involved in a food chain. Eco-connections can strengthen students’ abilities to make
abstractions and generalizations from particular situations, and allow them to explore inter-connective patterns in nature. It is
compatible with any of our natural science classes.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring
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EGG DROP 🏵� 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Design a prototype mechanism to reduce the impact of a dropped egg
● Make observations about energy and how it relates to the dropped egg
● Test their design and compare their physical results to results from other groups
● Use a budget to help make their decisions on the materials they will use.
● Reflect on what designs worked and what designs did not work.

After an introduction to the rules of the egg drop, students will be strategizing, designing, and building an object or mechanism for
reducing the impact of an egg dropping from a height. Students will be provided a budget that they have to stay under. They can use
their budgeted “money” to buy items at a store that has components that may be helpful in completing their design in this fun and
practical engineering class.
Setting:  Indoor:  Fall, Winter and Spring

FOOD FOR THOUGHT 🏵 1 hour Grades 4-7

Students will:

● Describe energy as flowing through ecosystems from sunlight to chemical energy to heat that is radiated into space.
● Describe how all organisms in an ecosystem acquire energy directly or indirectly from sunlight
● Discuss the energy used in the production of foods available in the grocery store
● Explore ideas for how to lower their own energy consumption through their eating habits.

Students will explore ecological concepts such as energy cycles, food webs, human ecological impacts, and sustainable living
practices in this environmentally conscious class. Students will make hypotheses while playing a game of “how much coal did it
cost?”, explore Storer Camp’s garden and composting system, and make a delicious salsa in this interactive learning class.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor: Best in early Fall, but can be done year round.

IN COLD BLOOD 🏵� 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Learn and demonstrate proper handling of the specimens.
● Distinguish differences between reptiles and amphibians.
● Compare and contrast cold-blooded animals based upon observable physical characteristics.
● Define adaptations as physical and/or behavioral characteristics of organisms that help them survive in their environments.
● Identify adaptations of the resident reptiles and amphibians.

Students will be introduced to various reptiles that are all different forms of cold-blooded animals. Students will be given a short
background information on each animal to be held or observed and then will learn how to safely handle those creatures. The students
will then be able to pick up and handle the animals themselves with facilitation from the teacher. While handling the animals,
students will be asked to think over probing questions related to the animal’s adaptations. The students will observe and reflect on
the adaptations of the animals and make hypotheses about the animal’s place on the food chain and where it may live.
Setting:  Indoor:  Fall, Winter and Spring

LUNAR LEARNINGS 🏵� 1 hour Grades 3-7

Students will:

● Develop an understanding of the moon’s orbit around the earth
● Participate in hands-on experiences to develop and understanding of moon phases as they relate to the position of the moon

in its orbit around the earth
● Use activities to demonstrate the causes of lunar and solar eclipses
● Gain knowledge about the moon’s composition in relation to the Earth and the changes on Earth that come as a result of the

moon’s orbit and gravitational pull
● Develop a basic understanding of the moon’s geologic and geographical features.

Students begin class by participating in a variety of activities that illustrate important principles surrounding Earth’s moon, including
moon phases, lunar and solar eclipses, and tides. After developing a basic understanding of Earth-moon relations, students will
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spend the second half of class learning more about the moon’s geography and geology.
Setting:   Indoor, Winter, Fall, Spring

MAMMALIAN MAYHEM 🏵� 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● List the six animal classes
● Sort animals into their families and orders.
● Define Adaptation.
● List some characteristics of mammals.
● Be able to name several mammals, its adaptation, and how its adaptation helps it survive

Through the use of activities and discussion students will learn the characteristics and adaptations of mammals. Students will view
furs and/or skulls of Michigan/Ohio mammals as well as visit our mammals at the Small Animal Learning Center. This class is
compatible with any of our natural science classes.
Setting:  Indoor/Outdoor: Fall, Winter, Spring

MICROSCOPIC PONDERINGS 🏵� 1 hour Grades 3-7

Students will:

● Define and compare characteristics of a lake, pond and vernal pond
● Discuss the roles and needs of observed organisms in an aquatic ecosystem
● Use and care for a basic microscope
● Collect, observe, and classify aquatic organisms from a lake or pond
● Identify aquatic organisms based upon physical and/or behavioral characteristics

Students collect specimens from Stony Lake in the fall and from a vernal (seasonal) pond in the spring. They are then able to use
microscopes and dichotomous key to classify and identify various organisms. This class is highly experiential and can strengthen
students’ observation and classification skills.  It is quite compatible with Birds of a Feather, In Cold Blood, and Ecosystems.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor:  Fall, Spring

NATURE EXPLORERS 🏵� 1 or 2 hours Grades 4-8

Students will:

● Practice observation skills in a natural setting
● Participate in a nature-based guided hike and cooperative activities
● Identify the basic requirements for all living things to maintain their existence
● Observe signs of animal life in their natural habitat
● Interpret the evidence found to determine health of the species that live in the areas covered

Explore the outdoors and sharpen your students’ skills of observation with a Storer Staff member. Students will use their senses and
learn how to identify the animals that live around Stony Lake through their tracks and other natural evidence.
Setting: Outdoor:  Fall, Winter and Spring

POWER OF WATER 🏵🏳� 1 hour Grades 3-6

Students will:

● Define weathering, erosion, deposition, suspended sediments, soluble sediments, and till
● Discuss natural, geological changes in the earth’s surface caused by the force of water
● Demonstrate and compare patterns on the earth’s landscape caused by rivers

In this class, students have the opportunity to learn about water and rivers and how they have shaped our planet through interactive
hands-on activities. Students may play Erosion Tag, role-play rivers in their basic movement patterns and create a “real” river to
determine the specific pattern of erosion and deposition! This class focuses on geological processes as opposed to aquatic processes.
It aims to strengthen students’ abilities to recognize patterns and make generalizations about natural phenomena.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall and Spring
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PREDATOR/PREY 🏵� 2 hours Grades 4-8

Students will:

● Understand the relationships between predators and prey.
● Understand the concepts of food chains and carrying capacity.
● Understand the components of a healthy ecosystem

As students take on the roles of various animals in a food web, they embark on a journey to find food, water and shelter while trying
to escape their predators. This high energy, active, outside simulation helps students understand the predator and prey relationship
of nature.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall, Spring

CULTURAL/HISTORICAL

LITTLE CLASS ON THE PRAIRIE 🏳� 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Describe the customs, lifestyles and traditions of pioneers in the early US history, specifically in 19th century Michigan/Ohio
● Perform skills needed for daily pioneer life in 19th century Michigan/Ohio
● Discuss the different pioneer tools, what they were used for, and why it was important to the 19th century American Pioneers
● Demonstrate proper and safe method for using typical pioneer tools

This class involves demonstrating and performing basic pioneer tool skills at our 1850’s refurbished barn. Students will have the
opportunity to make and taste butter and discuss how the pioneers used butter. This class aims to develop students’ awareness and
appreciation of the lifestyles of the 19th century pioneers in Michigan/Ohio. The class is compatible with Michigan Country and The
Treaty of 1821.
Setting:   Indoor/Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

MICHIGAN COUNTRY 🏳� 2 hours Grades 6-8

Students will:

● Develop cooperation and communication skills during a role-playing experience
● Practice managing household finances while role-playing a family trying to meet basic requirements for survival in the early

19th century Michigan Territory
● Participate in community discussions and decision-making processes regarding the rule of law, individual rights, the common

good, et cetera
● Draw inferences about, and discuss, the experiences, problems and opportunities that families encountered while settling

the Michigan Territory during the early 1800s

Students will participate in a simulation activity that depicts how the Michigan area was settled in the early 1800's. Students group
into "families'' and role-play early settlers in an attempt to establish their homesteads. In order to establish their homesteads, each
family must secure land, shelter, food, clothing, salt and water. This extremely experiential class is excellent at developing students
prioritizing skills, decision-making skills and cooperation skills.  It is compatible with Treaty of 1821 and Pioneer Past Times.
Setting:  Indoor/Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

MONA MANOR 🏳�� 1 hour Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Describe the positive and negative effects of different land development plans
● Participate in a democratic decision-making process
● Identify and discuss the importance of “voice” as personal opinion in a decision-making process
● Identify and discuss the power students may exert in order to influence decisions and situations that they identify as

important

This is a role-playing class in which Storer Camps land has proposed development plans from various company/industry interests. A
mock (sometimes unbeknownst to students!) town meeting is the format for this role-play, where students must decide the fate of
camp property. Cabin Leaders should expect to role-play company representatives. This class aims to empower students while
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strengthening their critical-thinking skills.  It works well with Treaty of 1821.
Setting:   Indoor or Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

NATIVE AMERICAN LIFE 🏳� 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Describe the customs, traditions and lifestyles of Native American communities of the past and present
● Address concerns about stereotypes of Native Americans
● Demonstrate skills and activities that are part of Native American traditions

Students will participate in a variety of activities that are part of Native American traditions such as warrior games, cooking and sign
language. Students will explore and practice a few of the skills used by the Woodland Native Americans. This class aims to introduce
students to a culture different from their own.  It is compatible with Treaty of 1821 and Pioneer Past Times.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

PIONEER PASTIMES 🏳� 1 hour Grades: 3-8

Students will:

● Describe the customs, lifestyles and traditions of pioneer children in the early US history, specifically in 19th century
Michigan/Ohio

● Discuss the different pioneer crafts and games
● Create pioneer crafts such as candles and play pioneer games

This class involves discussing, demonstrating and performing crafts and games of the pioneer children. This class aims to develop
students’ awareness and appreciation of the lifestyles of the 19th century pioneers in Michigan/Ohio. The class is compatible with
Little Class on the Prairie, Michigan Country and The Treaty of 1821.
Setting:   Indoor/Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

RAFA RAFA 🏳� 1 hour Grades 6-8

Students will:

● Discuss elements of culture
● Role-play a fictional culture
● Observe and/or attempt to participate in a second fictional culture
● Discuss any culture-related issues that arise: difficulties in communicating, cultural barriers and assumptions, and speaking

in descriptive rather than evaluative terms of others

While role-playing as a member of either Alphaland or Betaland society, students will get a chance to visit the other culture. They will
then use their observations to interpret the cultures, discuss differences and similarities, and recognize the validity of every culture.
This class aims to develop students’ curiosity about, and tolerance for other cultures and individuals marginalized by dominant
cultures. This class works well with Treaty of 1821, Native American Life, The Beast, Adventure Education (such as Total Team and
Team Challenge Course).
Setting:  Indoor or Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

THOSE WHO DARE 🏳� 1 hour Grades: 4 – 6

Students will:

● Practice decision making skills as they work in small groups to determine items needed to make their journey west to
Michigan Territory.

● Practice basic budgetary skills.
● Develop cooperation and communication skills.
● Discuss and evaluate the successes or consequences families experienced while settling the Michigan Territory during the

1800’s

Students role play being a pioneer family living in New York in the 1800’s and make plans to move to the Michigan territory. By
viewing a powerpoint and working in their family teams, students work together to decide what items to purchase to take with them
on their journey west. As the game concludes students realize the level of success they have based on the items they chose to take
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with them. This activity will help students develop their prioritizing skills and cooperation skills. This is a great 1 hour indoor class
that would work well for winter months and is a good pairing with Little Class on the Prairie and Pioneer Pastimes.
Setting:  Indoor:  Winter

TREATY OF 1821-Evening Program Only 2 hours Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Role-play Potawatomi Native Americans in the 1820s by engaging in a treaty process
● Collect and consider information concerning problems and issues facing Potawatomi and European Settlers in the 1820s in

the Michigan Territory
● Draw inferences about the experiences, problems and opportunities of the Potawatomi to assess the desirability of signing

the treaty
● Identify and evaluate both their own decision and the decision made by the Potawatomi in the 1820s
● Identify problems of the past that divided the Michigan community by comparing the cultures of both Potawatomi and

European Settlers

As an introduction, students will participate in a discussion of Michigan life circa 1820, focusing on the interaction of Pioneer and
Native American cultures, specifically the Potawatomi. Students will learn some history of the Potawatomi, and will get a chance to
role-play Potawatomi clans traveling to the Treaty of Chicago meeting. On their "journey", students will meet and interact with
residents - both settlers and Native Americans - of the frontier. The class will conclude with a gathering of all students to reenact the
1821 Treaty of Chicago, followed by a discussion of issues brought forth during the class. This class is excellent at allowing students
to compare two distinct cultures, strengthening their decision-making skills and empowering them to use their voice in a
decision-making process.  It is compatible with Native American Life, Michigan Country and Pioneer Past Times.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

NET ZERO ENERGY EXPERIENCE

ENERGY EXTRAVAGANZA 🏵� 1 hour Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Learn to identify differences between renewable energy and fossil fuels
● Understand ways that individual communities use science ideas to protect the Earth’s resources and environment, as well as

the roles technology and design play.
● Identify careers and trades associated within the field of energy
● Ask questions about human consumption of nonrenewable resources and its effects on Earths’ processes.

This class serves as a capstone to the Net Zero Energy Experience. Students will explore the six labs housed in the Net Zero Energy
Classroom; Carbon Footprint and Carbon Cycle, Energy Conservation and Efficiency, Weather, Wind Energy, Solar Energy and Circuits
and Electricity. This class aims to provide a project based learning environment for students, encourage critical thinking, increase
awareness and promote environmental stewardship.
Setting:   Net Zero Energy Classroom Indoor: Fall, Winter, Spring

CARBON FOOTPRINT AND CARBON CYCLE 🏵� 1 hour Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Model how carbon travels through a cycle and the effects of human disruption of this cycle.
● Understand that organisms obtain gasses and water from the environment and release waste matter back into the

environment.
● Understand how our choices impact the earth with the goal of reducing their personal footprint.

In this class students get to experience one of Earth’s major cycles and how human consumption and use of fossil fuels affects the
cycle. Students will also explore how they can be more efficient in their own homes and daily activities in order to reduce their
personal carbon footprint.  This class aims to educate students on how earth cycles to sustain life.
Setting:   Net Zero Energy Classroom Indoor/Outdoor: Fall, Winter, Spring.
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SOLAR SOLUTIONS 🏵� 1 hour Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Understand that energy can neither be created nor destroyed, but can be changed from one form to another
● Understand that energy we use in everyday life comes from renewable and non-renewable sources
● Understand that solar energy is an example of a renewable resource that has applications both at Storer Camps and in the

outside world
● Develop a conceptual understanding of the process by which a photovoltaic (PV) cell converts energy from the sun to energy

that can be used by electrical appliances

In this class students will get a more in depth look at how solar panels can be one of the solutions to today’s energy crisis. By
becoming photons and traveling to a solar array students become part of the process. Tied into how electricity runs into our homes
and how energy flows.
Setting:   Net Zero Energy Classroom Indoor/Outdoor: Winter, Fall, Spring

ADVENTURE EDUCATION

ARCHERY 🏵� 1 hour Grades 4-8

Students will:

● Learn about the history of the sport of archery
● Learn about proper range commands, fitting equipment and shooting techniques
● Have a chance to improve their shooting skills

Students will be introduced to the sport of archery through its history, safety procedures, fitting equipment and learn basic shooting
techniques using our recurve bows. After a group orientation, the students are divided into smaller groups and have the opportunity
to practice/improve their shooting skills on the YMCA Storer Camps archery range.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall, Spring

AROUND THE LAKE HIKE 🏵🏳� 2 hours Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Participate in an interpretive hike facilitated by a staff member
● Practice observation skills in a natural setting
● Practice simple plant and wildlife identification skills
● Visit points of historical/traditional interest

This nature hike/recreational activity is a halfway around the lake hike of 2 1/4 miles, with a canoe ride back to the starting point.
It is a fascinating hike stressing local ecology, animal signs and habitats, plants and trees, and environmental concerns along the
way.  This class aims to strengthen students’ observation skills while participating in recreational activities.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall/Spring (September, May) Weather Permitting

THE BEAST 1 hour Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Describe aspects of and modes of communication including listening, speaking, viewing, reading, writing, gestures, etc.
● Participate in The Beast activity in one of three roles
● Reflect on, discuss and evaluate their success and use of communication skills

The class begins with simply team building exercises. Then students are divided into teams, and each member chooses or is
assigned a certain role within their team. Their goal is to build a replica of The Beast (made of Tinker toys) that has been hidden
from everyone's view. Only one person from each team, the observer, is allowed to see the original Beast, and can then only speak
to the relayer. The relayer tells the buyer what materials the Beast is made of and that person, finally, tells the builder how to build
a replica. When they are finished, a discussion of their accomplishments and frustrations helps them focus on the two-way street of
communication and effective teamwork skills. This class is particularly compatible with Team Challenge Course, Incredible Journey,
and Total Team.
Setting:  Usually indoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring
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BEYOND BROOMBALL 🏵� 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Distinguish between contact and non-contact forces in real-life scenarios within popular sports
● Explore examples of kinetic and potential energy and their role in familiar sports
● Play a half-hour game of Broomball in which the concept of contact forces, non-contact forces, kinetic, and potential energy

will be recognized and analyzed

Basic concepts in physics are entertainingly presented through the wide world of sports in this hands-on and active class. After a
brief discussion of the physics involved in everyday sports, students are asked to create demonstrations of these concepts using a
wide range of sporting equipment and their own background experiences with these sports. After thoroughly illustrating the
importance of physics, students will be instructed in the game play of broomball, a wintertime sport very similar to ice hockey. The
final half of class is dedicated to a rousing game of broomball, in which both aspects of physics and teamwork are utilized by the
players.  Games of broomball will be played on our basketball courts.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Winter

CANOEING (4 and 5 day programs only) 1 hour Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Employ safe canoeing practices
● Identify parts of the canoe and paddle
● Demonstrate basic canoeing strokes
● Practice flat-water canoeing

Students will be introduced to basic water safety information and skills; all students will be properly fitted with personal
floatation devices (PFD's) and will participate in discussions of water rescue procedures. Following this, students will pair up for their
"dry-dock" canoeing lesson, learning and practicing a few basic paddle strokes on land. They will then canoe on Stony Lake with a
partner for the remainder of the class. A certified lifeguard supervises the water portion of this class, while another staff member
stays on land as “eyes on water.”  This class aims to expand students’ comfort zones and to provide positive outdoor recreation.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall / Spring (September, October, May) Weather Permitting

DISC GOLF 🏵� 1 hour Grades:  4 – 8

Students will:

● Learn about the history of disc golf.
● Learn the rules and proper throwing techniques used in the game.
● Play on our 9-hole course.

Disc golf is one of the fastest growing recreational sports in the world. Students will be shown disc throwing techniques. Students
will then head to our great beginner level nine hole to test their skills. The game itself follows traditional golf rules teaching etiquette
of the game as well. The sport is easy to learn and players can see improvement in their own skills within a few holes. We are
excited for your students to try this activity at camp.
Setting:  Outdoors:  Fall and Spring

FIREQUEST 🏵� 1 hour Grades 4-8

Students will:

● Identify and demonstrate proper fire safety
● Identify the three needs of fire:  oxygen, fuel and heat source
● Identify the three types of fuel:  tinder, kindling and fuel
● Be introduced to several methods of creating a heat source
● Build and light a fire using one or more fire starting techniques

This class consists of an introduction that covers methods of starting fires, fire building procedures, fire safety, and proper ways to
extinguish a fire. Students will work in small groups to build their own fires using various techniques (magnifying glasses, batteries,
etc.) This class aims to provide both teambuilding skills and recreation.  It works well with Gimme Shelter, and Orienteering.
Setting:   Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring
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GIMME SHELTER 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Discuss the importance of shelter as a basic human need
● Discuss the appropriate dimensions, materials and weather considerations in building an effective shelter
● Practice building debris shelters

Students will build debris shelters that are specific to outdoor survival. In small groups, the students will create a plan for building a
shelter focusing on materials; structure and safety, and then execute their plan. This class aims to promote independence and
teambuilding among small groups of students.  It is compatible with Firequest, and Orienteering.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall, Winter and Spring

GONE FISHING 🏵 1 hour Grades 4-8

Students will:

● Demonstrate proper safety, care and use of fishing equipment
● Discuss the type of fish found in lake and catch and release practice
● Students will fish in Stony Lake

This class gives students an opportunity to experience the sport of fishing. After some basic instruction on the safe way to bait a fish
hook, learn about the catch and release method we use, and the type of fish found in Stony Lake, students spend the remainder of
class relaxing and fishing on the dock.
Setting:  Outdoor: Fall, Spring (September and May)

HORSE SENSE with Horse Ride (no extra fee, 4 & 5 day programs only) 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Name barn rules and safety practices
● Learn to start, stop, steer using horse reins
● Define adaptation as physical and/or behavioral characteristics that help an animal survive in its environment
● Identify physical and/or behavioral characteristics as adaptations of a horse
● Identify the role of a horse, as a prey animal in an ecosystem

In addition to information concerning the mechanics of a horse ride, safety around horses and barnyard rules, the class also presents
a fascinating look at the adaptations of the horse. A horse is used to demonstrate adaptations during the discussion portion of the
class, and students have an opportunity to meet and greet a live horse. The class enables many students to overcome their initial
fear of the horse and become comfortable in the presence of this awesome animal.  This class is a prerequisite for the horse ride.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

HORSE SENSE (3, 4 or 5 day programs) $5.00/student 1 hour Grades 3-6

Students will:

● Name safety practices around a horse
● Identify physical and/or behavioral characteristics as adaptations of a horse
● Identify the role of a horse, as a prey animal in an ecosystem
● Groom a horse
● Take a quick cabin leader/staff lead horse ride

In addition to information concerning safety around horses, the class also presents a fascinating look at the adaptations of the horse.
A horse is used to demonstrate adaptations during the discussion portion of the class, and students have an opportunity to meet and
greet a live horse. The class enables many students to overcome their initial fear of the horse and become comfortable in the
presence of this awesome animal. Students will then experience grooming of our horses and have a lead horse ride around the horse
sense area. Note extra charge of $5/student.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring
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HORSE RIDE (4 and 5 day programs only) 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Practice safe riding techniques
● Participate in an Arena Ride or Trail Ride

After a review of safety procedures, students are mounted on the horses and proceed on either an arena lesson (grades 5 and 6) or
a trail ride (grade 7 and up). Students can feel the pleasure of controlling their own animal under the supervision of trained
equestrian staff. This class is excellent in expanding students’ comfort zones and boosting self-esteem. Horse Sense is a
prerequisite. Teachers wishing to accompany their students must be present for the pre-ride orientation at the
beginning of class. Additional fee for students required. NOTE: Horseback riding is offered only if the entire school participates in
the activity. Exceptions will be made for students with allergic reactions and/or discomfort assessed by barn staff. For more
information see page 20.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring Weather Permitting

INCREDIBLE JOURNEY 1 hour Grades 3-8

Students will:

● Participate in several elements on the Incredible Journey course
● Practice communication and cooperation skills
● Reflect on, discuss, and evaluate the group dynamics of their team

Students participate in a series of obstacles, or challenges, that are designed to promote a strong group dynamic that includes every
member of the group. This class aims to strengthen students’ problem-solving skills while promoting tolerant and supportive
attitudes towards others. After a group orientation the students are divided into smaller groups and led through the course by their
cabin leaders.  It is compatible with classes such as Team Challenge Course, The Beast and Total Team.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

ORIENTEERING 🏵 🏳  1 hour Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Identify parts of a compass
● Demonstrate setting and finding a bearing
● Apply compass skills to navigate an introductory orienteering course/activity

This class focuses on the basics of compass use and direction finding. After practicing their compass skills, students will participate
in a small orienteering course. It aims to strengthen students’ mathematical (geometry) skills and outdoor skills. It is compatible
with Gimme Shelter, and Firequest.
Setting:  Indoor & Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

TEAM CHALLENGE COURSE 2 hours Grades 6-8

Students will:

● Demonstrate safe spotting techniques
● Reflect, discuss, and evaluate elements of group dynamics such as trust, common goal, common experience, leadership and

challenge-by-choice of their team
● Participate in one or more team challenge course activities in a group setting

In this class, students learn and develop teambuilding skills such as communication, cooperation and trust as groups work to
overcome the challenges presented by our Team Challenge Course elements. Because the elements are more difficult, Team
Challenge Course is a step above Incredible Journey in a teambuilding progression. Facilitators will determine 3 or more elements
that are appropriate for the groups’ growth and characteristics. Team Challenge Course is compatible with Incredible Journey and
The Beast. As our most intense and lengthy teambuilding program, this option is not available for campers in the 5th grade and
below. As an alternative, we highly recommend combining Total Team and Incredible Journey for a more successful 5th grade
teambuilding experience.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring
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TOTAL TEAM 1 hour Grades 4-8

Students will:

● Participate in several teambuilding games and initiatives
● Practice communication and cooperation skills
● Reflect on, discuss and evaluate the group dynamics of their team

Students play non-competitive games and initiatives, which creates a safe environment for discussion and processing between
games, to facilitate students' understanding of cooperative and empathetic skills. This class is compatible with Incredible Journey
and The Beast.
Setting:  Indoor or Outdoor:  Fall, Winter, Spring

THE TOWER  (4 and 5 day programs only) 2 hours Grades 4-8

Students will:

● Practice setting and meeting personal goals
● Encounter physical and emotional challenges
● Practice appropriate safety commands, equipment use and climbing techniques

Our climbing tower has been carefully designed and structured to provide a safe yet challenging experience, both physically and
psychologically, for all participants. After students have reviewed all safety techniques and commands, they will be secured into a
climbing harness and belay system, and attempt to scale our Tower on their own. This activity requires strict safety procedures and
is directly supervised by trained and experienced Storer facilitators. In order to open the tower and to provide a positive class
experience, the temperature must be at least 40 degrees Fahrenheit with minimal precipitation and no strong winds.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall / Spring (September, October, April, May) Weather Permitting

THEME DAYS

PIONEER LIVING DAY (4 and 5 day programs only) Entire day Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Describe the lifestyles and traditions of pioneers in 19th century Michigan/Ohio
● Perform skills needed for daily pioneer life in 19th century Michigan/Ohio
● Create traditional crafts commonly made by Michigan and Ohio’s first settlers
● Play the role of a pioneer man or woman throughout the day in order to better understand the challenges and hardships

faced by early settlers

Students begin this thematic day with our two-hour class, Michigan Country, in which they must play the role of a family attempting
to survive during their first two years in the new Michigan territory. The afternoon is spent participating in extended versions of our
pioneer programs, Little Class on the Prairie and Pioneer Past Times, in which students learn about pioneer tools, cooking, games,
and traditional crafts. An additional hour of pioneer craft time is optional during cabin activity time immediately following lunch.
Students will enjoy a majority of their programming at Storer Camp’s renovated Emerson Barn, which dates back to the mid-1800s,
thus providing a perfect setting for these timely activities.
Setting:  Outdoor: Fall, Spring

SURVIVAL DAY (4 and 5 day programs only) 🏵� Full or Half day Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Discuss the most basic needs/priorities for human survival
● Identify the rule of “3s” in terms of outdoor survival
● Practice a variety of skills used to meet survival requirements in the outdoors
● Participate in a culminating activity to demonstrate mastery of various survival skills

Students spend the day learning a variety of survival skills, which might include emergency signals, shelter building, fire building,
wild edible plants, and first aid. Through a staff led hike designed around survival scenarios, students practice new skills. This day is
an excellent way to foster cooperation and independence in students.  Can be combined with a cookout lunch.
Setting:  Outdoor:  Fall, Spring
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WOODLAND NATIVE AMERICAN DAY (4 and 5 day programs only) 🏳� Entire day Grades 5-8

Students will:

● Describe the customs, traditions and lifestyles of Native American communities past and present
● Address concerns about stereotypes of Native Americans
● Demonstrate skills and activities that are part of Native American traditions

This day allows students to learn various aspects of Native American tradition including sign language, pictographs, cooking, and
games. This theme day includes the classes “Native American Life” and “Treaty of 1821”, making for a more comprehensive and
meaningful learning experience about Michigan’s native Potawatomi tribe. This is an excellent way to immerse students in the
customs, belief systems and lifestyles of Native Americans from this area. Setting:  Outdoor: Fall, Spring
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AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES

These activities, led by the Program Staff, occur in the afternoon before dinner, and are more recreational than classes e.g. bracelet
making, field games, capture the flag, archery, fishing, etc. Students meet at a central location and select the activity they wish to
attend. Everyone must participate in an activity since supervision of each student at the Outdoor Environmental Education Center is
important.  Should there be a need for extra adult supervision for students to participate, teachers will be asked to provide this.

EVENING ACTIVITIES

These activities are recreational as well as educational. They serve to bring everyone at the Outdoor Environmental Education Center
together for enjoyable common experiences. The following activities have proven to be successful, but please feel free to make
suggestions or add your own favorite activities to the program. At the conclusion of all evening activities a snack is provided for
students, Cabin Leaders and teachers. Please be aware that during Daylight Savings Time, it does not get dark until between
8:45pm to 9:30pm. Please plan your activities accordingly.

Campfire:  This favorite activity of students includes singing, skits and stories.

Dutch Auction: This activity is designed to heighten group cooperation and imagination. The activity requires cabin groups to
collect various items such as toothbrushes, flashlights, bandannas and stuffed animals from each member. An "auctioneer" will call
for an item and cabins that present that item will receive a point based on creativity. Several requests are not tangible items, but
tasks the group must perform or use their imagination to complete.  This is a great activity to get cabin groups working together.

Eco Drama: This activity gives students a chance to do impromptu skits dealing with natural occurrences. Each cabin group will
receive a card from a staff member with something that would occur in nature on it. The students will have a few moments to
discuss what they are going to do and then perform their charade in front of the group. After they have finished the group will then
try to guess the Eco Drama that was performed.

Egg Drop: This activity provides the students with the chance to design and make a mechanism for protecting a dropped egg.
Storer’s take on this classic activity also includes a “store” where students can buy supplies and a budget that they have to stay
under in this fun and practical engineering activity.

Square Dance: There is no stop to the enthusiasm for this popular all-evening activity. After watching adults demonstrate the
Virginia Reel, students are quickly captured by the spirit of the fun.  Students dance to traditional and historical folk music.

Lorax: This Dr. Seuss creation is an excellent environmental story that is acted out by the staff. It is a good way to introduce or
conclude the week with a discussion about protecting our environment.  This program is a nice addition to Zingers or a Night Hike.

Night Hikes: This activity is designed to get students feeling comfortable in the outdoor world at night. It encourages them to use
their senses of hearing, touch and smell in discovering the excitement of the night. For a true immersion in the night, choose the
all-evening version. For a quick series of sensory activities combine this with The Lorax or Zingers. Night Hikes are only offered
between November-March, to assure that it is dark.

Predator/Prey: As students take on the roles of various animals in a food web, they embark on a journey to find food, water and
shelter while trying to escape their predators. This high energy, active, outside simulation helps students understand the predator
and prey relationship of nature. This program requires the entire evening and is only offered from September –October, and
April-June, to allow for enough daylight.

Gold Rush: During this high energy scavenger hunt, students will become members of teams Gold Mountain, Levi Strauss and
Eureka as they search for gold nuggets around camp to add to their team banks. However, students must watch out for the
“sheriffs” who may send them to jail for not following the game rules, as well as the “bandits” who might try to rob the bank! At the
conclusion of the game each team will tally their bank’s gold and learn more about the real gold miners and gold rush of the 1800’s
in California and mining in Michigan.

Those Who Dare: Students role play being a pioneer family living in New York in the 1800’s and make plans to move to the
Michigan territory. By viewing a powerpoint and working in their family teams, students work together to decide what items to
purchase to take with them on their journey west. As the game concludes students realize the level of success they have based on
the items they chose to take with them. This activity will help students develop their prioritizing skills and cooperation skills. The
program is a good combination to be matched with The Lorax, Campfire or Night Hike.
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Skit Night: Students, in their cabin groups, present short skits to the assembled group. Students are encouraged to use their
imagination and skits are carefully screened. Teachers and Cabin Leaders often enjoy participating as well. It is recommended that
skit night occur later in the week so that the students have time to prepare their skits.

Treaty of 1821: This is a re-enactment of the Treaty of 1821 in which students will role-play members of the Potawatomi tribe.
Hunters and scouts, elders, young warriors, and visiting tribes come together to discuss with Lewis Cass, the Governor of the
Michigan Territories, the treaty to give the land over to the settlers. Much discussion is employed with the ultimate decision held in
the hands of the chief. The program requires the entire evening and should not be chosen in combination with the Treaty of 1821
class or Woodland Native American Day.  See page 96 for full class description.

Zingers: Students are divided into several small groups and rotate through stations. At each station, students will learn a new
game, each requiring minimal instructions and props. This activity can be combined with The Lorax, Campfire, or a Night Hike. For
groups of more than 4 travel groups, Zingers is only offered from September – October, and April – June, to allow for enough
daylight.

OTHER PROGRAM OPTIONS

Cookout Lunch: This is an opportunity for schools to eat outside. Cookouts are weather dependent and are only offered
September through mid October and late April through May. Supervision by the school is required in order to conduct
cookouts.

Rest Hour: This option is encouraged for a five-day program on Thursday afternoon. Rest hour takes the place of an afternoon
class.

We hope you have a fantastic

Outdoor Environmental Education

Camp Experience with

The YMCA Storer Camps Outdoor School!
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YMCA STORER CAMPS

The YMCA Storer Outdoor School

6941 Stony Lake Road

Jackson, Michigan 49201

517-536-8607

Fax 517-536-4922

www.ymcastorercamps.org
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